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Sammanfattning 
På senare år har diskussionen om fordonens miljöpåverkan blivit allt mer intensiv. 

Fordonstillverkarna bygger bilar, lastbilar, hjullastare, etc., vars bränsleeffektivitet årligen når 

nya höjder. Var finns utrymme för förbättringar? Drivlinan är en del av fordonet där många olika 

förlustkällor påträffas; t.ex. växellådan, där förlusterna både är beroende och oberoende av det 

vridmoment som överförs av kugghjulsparen. Växellådan består av ett flertal komponenter som 

bidrar till systemets totala effektförlust. Det är därför av stort intresse att förstå omfattningen av 

förlusterna i kugghjulen, för olika driftsförhållanden, och att kunna bestämma hur förlusterna är 

relaterade till t.ex. rotationshastighet och oljeviskositet. Målet med examensarbetet var att göra 

en undersökning om oljeskvalpförluster (”oil churning losses”) i en 6-växlad automatlåda. 

Modellen använder beräkningar baserade på vetenskapliga experiment. Detta gör 

förlustberäkningarna mer avancerade och exakta än de allmänna formler som de flesta 

kommersiella programvaror nyttjar. Modellen tar endast hänsyn till oljeskvalpförluster och 

oljeficksförluster (”oil pocketing losses”) och tar icke hänsyn till vindförluster eller andra 

förluster såsom lagerförluster, friktion i tätningar, pumpförluster, etc. På grund av projektets 

tidsramar har förfiningen av programmets användargränssnitt prioriterats lågt; vid behov kan 

detta åtgärdas för att förenkla input och output av data. Alla kugghjul modelleras i enkla moduler 

som byggts som MATLAB-skript. Antaganden görs i koden när det gäller oljans viskositet .  

Huvudord: Automatlåda, oljeförluster, oljeskvalpförluster, planetväxel.   
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Abstract 
Lately the discussion on how big impact vehicles has on the environment has grown bigger and 

bigger. The vehicle manufacturers are building cars, trucks, and wheel loaders etc. that are 

getting more and more fuel efficient for every year. But where do the engineers at the companies 

make the improvements? The drive train is one area of the vehicle where many different sources 

of losses are found. The gearbox is one example, where the losses are both dependent and 

independent on the torque transferred by the gear pairs. The gearbox consists of several 

components that all of them contribute to the total system power loss. It is therefore of great 

interest to understand the magnitude of the losses in the gears, for different operating conditions, 

and also to be able to determine how they change with, for instance, rotational speed, oil 

viscosity. The goal of the master thesis was to make a study about the oil churning losses in a 6 

speed automatic gearbox. This model makes use of calculations which were based on scientific 

experiments. This makes the loss calculations more advanced and accurate than the generalized 

formulas in most commercial software’s. This model takes into account only the oil churning and 

oil pocketing losses and shall not hold account for the windage losses or the other losses such as 

losses occurring due to bearings, seals, pumps etc. Due to time constraint a user friendly 

programme could not be written but the generated programme can be modified to make it easier 

for the user to input the data and produce results. All gears are modelled in simple modules built 

using MATLAB m-codes. Assumptions are made in the code when it came to choosing the oil 

viscosity.  

Keywords: Automatic transmission, oil churning loss, oil pocketing loss, planetary gear.  
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Symbol Description 
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D   coefficients for oil transportation 
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F    force (N) 
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M    total number of rotational increments 

m    gear rotational increment index 

n    average number of cavities 

P    power loss (W) 

p    pressure (bar) 
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μ    dynamic viscosity (Pa s) 

θ    angle of rotation of a gear 
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ω    rotational speed (rad/s) 

ξ    flow actor 

ψ    stream function 

     angle from start of involute to addendum.  

T   torque (Nm) 

nr, ns, nc  speed of ring gear, sun gear and carrier gears  

Z   number of teeth 

t   thickness 
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df    face drag 
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dc, ds, dr  drag on carrier gear, sun gear, ring gear 
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i = 1,2   gear index 

j   index for control volumes 

k   kinematic 

o   outside 

i   inside 

pr   pumping loss in ring gear 

ps   pumping loss in sun gear 

rf    root filling 

sT    total spin power loss 
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1INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter brief introduction, problem description, purpose and delimitations are presented. 

The thesis overview is discussed in brief. 

1.1 Background  

Power losses in a gearbox containing several gear pairs that are supported by shafts and rolling 

element bearing can be classified into two groups. The first group is comprised of load 

dependent (friction induced) power losses caused primarily due to contacting surfaces of gears 

and the bearings. The losses in the second group are independent of the load and are often 

referred to as spin power losses. There are many sources of such losses, the primary one being 

oil churning and windage that are present as a result of oil/air drag on the periphery and faces of 

the gears, pocketing/oil squeezing of lubricant from the cavities of the gear mesh and viscous 

dissipation of the bearing. While losses from these two groups are often comparable under high-

load, low-speed conditions, the spin losses were shown to dominate over the load dependent 

power losses at higher operating speed conditions [1-6].  

1.2 Purpose  

The aim of the MSc project is to investigate the method to model the oil churning losses. To be 

more specific, a study is to be made to check which method can be used to calculate the losses. 

The outcome of the study can help the gear designers to see which parameters affect the losses. 

Further based on these studies the design of the gear can be modified to get better efficiency.  

1.3 Delimitations 

The project will be delimited in both simulation and testing. The modelling shall be done only 

using the commercially available software MATLAB. There shall be no practical testing or 

simulation using any computational fluid dynamics software. The model created is only for one 

particular gearbox. The user has to play with the parameters to generate results for different 
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kinds of gear boxes. The assumption made in this project is that the gearbox consists of 3 

planetary gears in each of the planetary gear set.   

1.4 Method description 

To start off with the calculations, a model planetary gear system is analysed. This included 

performing calculations to find out torque and speed at every particular gear in the whole system. 

The sole purpose of doing this is to understand the speeds of every component in the system as 

further part of thesis shall be based on these calculations. It shall be noted that the oil churning 

losses are dependent on the speed and not the load and hence the calculation. The next part of the 

thesis involved doing a literature study so as to find the formulations that were necessary to 

model the oil churning losses. During the literature survey the level of complexity on the model 

was set. The total oil churning losses comprises of losses occurring at different places between a 

gear mesh. So the survey was to find models that were suitable for the first level of complexity. 

To understand the working of the oil churning losses and oil squeezing losses a model of a gear 

mesh had to be created. The model shows an animation where the change in areas at the point of 

mesh, change with respect to time as the gears rotate. The frame captured from MATLAB 

generated animation is seen below in Figure1.  

 

 

Figure1: Gear mesh
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

The reference frame is a summary of the existing knowledge and former performed research 

on the subject. This chapter presents the theoretical reference frame that is necessary for the 

understanding of the thesis.  

2.1 Transmission Basics 

Transmission is an energy transformation unit that takes the power from the engine to the 

wheels.  

It is basically used to convert the speed and torque of the engine so that it could be used to 

drive the wheels of the vehicle.   

The main task of the transmission is to  

 Ensure that the vehicle starts from rest, with the engine running continuously. 

 Allow the speed/torque ratio to vary between the engine and the wheels. 

 Transmit the drive torque to the wheels 

 Allow the driver/system to run the engine in its optimal point based on the driving 

situation thereby improving fuel efficiency and/or minimize emissions. 

The need for a transmission comes from the physics behind an engine. Vehicles have to 

produce sufficient power to overcome the road resistance forces in order to start the vehicle 

from rest or to be in continuous motion. The road resistance forces are in the form of gradient 

force, aerodynamic force and the rolling resistance of the tires. The engines have a narrow 

band of revolutions per minute (RPM) where the power and torque are highest at that 

particular region. The transmission functions by changing the gear ratio between the engine 

and wheels of the vehicle so that it tries to stay within this narrow band thereby producing 

maximum performance and efficiency.  

2.2 Transmission Types 

There are different types of transmission that are available in the market today and these can 

be classified as follows. 
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Figure 2: Types of Transmission 

The manual transmission as the name suggests involves the driver to regulate torque from the 

engine to the wheels via the transmission and this is done with the help of user operated 

clutch pedal, and gearshift fork.  

The automatic transmission on the other hand does not require any user intervention and 

selects the gear ratio automatically based on the appropriate engine speed and torque. The 

shifting is done with the help of hydraulics and pressurized hydraulic fluids or electric 

motors.  

One similarity between the manual and the automatic transmission is that both of them are 

stepped gear transmissions. The gear ratios are always fixed for a particular type of 

transmission. A continuously variable transmission (CVT) on the other hand has an infinite 

number of gear ratios within a particular range. This enables the CVT to provide a better fuel 

economy by enabling the engine to always run in its most efficient band. An infinitely 

variable transmission (IVT) also has an infinite number of gear ratios and also a zero speed 

ratio in addition. 

2.2.1 Automatic Transmission Parts 

The automatic transmission which is focused upon consists of the following main parts. 

 Torque converter 

 Planetary gear sets 

 Clutches and brakes 

 Oil pump 
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 Valve bodies 

 Hydraulic system 

Torque converter 

The principle of torque converter is similar to that of the clutches in manual transmission 

where in it provides a means for coupling the engine torque to the input shaft of the 

transmission. The torque convertor essentially has 3 main components- impeller, turbine and 

the stator. 

The flywheel from the engine side is bolted to the convertor housing on to which the impeller 

is mounted. The turbine on the other hand is splined to the transmission input shaft. A 

hydraulic fluid fills the torque converter and is responsible for transferring the torque from 

the Engine side to the transmission side through its kinetic energy. The Engine crankshaft 

drives the impeller as well as the fluid in it. As the impeller speed increases, the fluid is 

thrown outwards on to the turbine because of the centrifugal forces. This causes the turbine to 

turn and thereby transmit torque from the engine crankshaft to the transmission input. The 

stator located between the impeller and turbine serves the purpose of redirecting the fluid 

from the turbine back on to the impeller. This leads to an increase in the overall torque of the 

system and causes toque multiplication. One of the key features of the torque convertor is that 

it allows the engine to continue running in gear when the vehicle has come to a complete 

stop. The torque converter is shown below in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3: Torque Convertor (How Stuff works).  

Planetary gear sets 

The Planetary gear sets consists of an inner sun gear, an outer ring gear and three or more 

planetary gears as shown in Figure 4. These planetary gears are held together by the planetary 

carrier. They get their name from their resemblance to the arrangement of the planets and the 
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sun in the solar system. The power from the torque convertor is then passed on to these sets 

of gears. Power transmission is achieved by holding and driving different parts of the 

planetary gear sets. 

One member is used as the input or the driving member, another member is held stationary 

and the third member is used as the output or driven member. By using different gears as 

input, stationary and output, various gear ratios can be achieved including that of reverse 

drive.    

With a simple planetary gear set, there are a number of gear ratios which can be achieved as 

tabulated below. 

 

Figure 4: Simple Planetary Gear (Google Images/planetary gear). 

Clutches and brakes 

Clutches are used as power transfer devices that either hold or allow the planetary gear set to 

turn/rotate. Brakes are generally holding devices used for braking purpose by holding the 

planetary component to the transmission case.   

Clutches are of two types- Multiple clutch packs and one way clutches (OWC) and the 

Brakes are also of two types- multiple plate brakes and brake bands.   

Multiple clutch pack basically consists of alternating discs enclosed in a clutch drum. The 

discs are made of steel. One set of steel plates have friction material bonded to them and are 

called the friction discs. The friction discs are always located between two alternating steel 

discs. The steel discs have slots on the outer diameter which fit into the slots of the clutch 

drum. The friction discs on the other hand are slotted on the inner diameter to fit into the 
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splines of the clutch hub. The clutch drum provides the bore for the clutch piston. The return 

spring is attached to the clutch piston. The entire component- clutch drum along with the 

discs and piston is said to rotate. When hydraulic pressure is applied the piston forces the two 

plates to stick together and rotate as a single component. Once the pressure is released, the 

return spring forces the clutch piston to get back to its rest position. The clutch pack is also 

provided with seals so that there are no fluid leakages taking place.       

OWC as their name suggests turns freely in one direction but they lock up in the other. They 

are also called as freewheeling clutches. It mainly consists of spring-loaded rollers mounted 

in wedge shaped slots or sprags between two races. They work on the principle of wedging 

action of these sprags between two races.   

Multiple plate brakes are similar in construction to that of the multiple clutch pack and only 

differ in their functioning. Brakes are used as holding devices whereas the clutches are used 

as power transfer devices.       

The brake band is also used as a holding device and it consists of a band that wraps around 

the outside of a gear train component or clutch drum to hold it in place.  

Oil pump 

The oil pump is located between the torque convertor and the transmission housing. It is 

directly driven by the engine. The main purpose of the oil pump is draw transmission fluid 

from the oil sump and transfers it to all parts of the transmission. It is also used to apply 

clutches and brakes and supply the torque converters with oil.  

Valve bodies 

This is the main hydraulic control unit that controls and directs the hydraulic fluid to different 

parts in the transmission via control valves. It consists of maze of channels through which the 

fluid flows and based on the signals from the transmission control unit (TCU) drives a 

particular multiple clutch pack or brake. 

Hydraulic system 

The hydraulic system is responsible to send the transmission fluid under pressure to all the 

parts of the transmission and torque converter through its tubes and passages. It plays a very 

important role since the proper functioning of an automatic transmission depends on the 

supply of fluid under pressure at the right time.    
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2.3 Gear Technology 

Gears are machine elements used to transmit power between successive shafts. The pinion is 

the name given to the smaller of the two mating gears; the larger is often called gear of the 

wheel. Gear technology comprises everything from preliminary design, to the gear box 

mounting; has its own language, parameters, technique and art. The basic gear nomenclature 

can be seen in the Figure 5 below.  

 

Figure 5: Spur Gear Nomenclature (Wikipedia/gear) 

Based on the application, different types of gears are used to transfer torque from parallel axis 

or perpendicular axis. Besides angular position of transferring torque axis, different sub types 

exists which are used to enhance certain properties. For example helical and spur cylindrical 

gears are used to transfer torque between parallel axes, but depending on characteristics such 

as noise, bearing reactions and efficiency, selection of the gear changes, in this thesis only 

involute profile cylindrical spur gear are taken into account as seen in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Involute Profile (K.-D. Bouzakis, 2008).  

2.4 Transmission efficiency 

The efficiency of power transmission systems is an important design factor due to the flowing 

reasons: 

1. Efficient power transmission systems ensure fuel economy of the vehicle. 

2. With less fuel consumption, less pollutant gases are emitted to the environment. 

3. Since power losses amount to heat generation within the gearbox, several gear failure 

modes such as scoring and fatigue can be directly influenced by the efficiency. 

4. Improved efficiency of a gearing system can reduce the requirement on the capacity 

of the lubrication system and the gearbox lubricant and thereby reducing the operation 

cost. 

5. Efficiency prediction can assist in estimating the power requirements during the 

design stage of a machine and thus ensuring that the system operates reliably. 

Gearwheel based vehicle transmissions are the most efficient of all torque/speed converters 

and have the best power/weight ratio. This is also why single- and multi-staged geared 

transmissions, of both single- and multi-range design, have been successful for vehicles. The  

Table 1 shows the reference values for the efficiency ranges of gearwheels and vehicle 

gearboxes. The use of hydrostatic transmissions, torque convertors or continuously variable 
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transmissions based on pulley or frictional wheel principle generally leads to lower 

efficiencies.  

Table 1: Reference values for efficiency ranges (Sean Bennett, 2011) 

Type of gearbox η % 

Gear pair 
Spur gear 

99.0 – 

99.8 

Bevel gear 90 – 93 

Mechanical transmission with splash 

lubrication 

Passenger car 92 – 97 

Commercial vehicle 90 – 97 

Conventional Automatic Transmission with various gear ratios 90 – 95 

Mechanical  CVT 

 

 

Application force not controlled by power 

requirement. 

70 – 80 

 

Application force controlled by power 

requirement. 
80 - 86  

Hydrostatic continuously variable transmission without power split and mechanical 

component. 
80 - 86 

2.5 Spin losses  

Spin power losses are directly related to the lubrication method. Oil churning losses appear if 

the rotating components are partially submerged in an oil bath (dip lubrication). These losses 

can be grouped into two categories: 

 Losses due to interactions of each of the individual gears with the surrounding medium 

 Losses due to the interaction of the gear pair at the gear mesh interface, with squeezing 

and pocketing losses being the dominant mode of power loss 

The losses due to gear pair interaction are often neglected. An alternative of dip lubrication is 

jet lubrication. Power losses under jet lubrication conditions are attributed to windage 

between the interaction of air/oil‐air mixture and the rotating gears. Windage losses for gears 

are: 

 Losses due to the squeezing of compressible air/oil-air mixture through the mating 

contacts 

 Drag power losses due to air drag along the teeth and sides of the rotating gear. 
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Figure 7: Different contributors to spin loss (K.Martin, Borg Warner) 

Dip lubrication is often used in low to medium speed automotive transmissions or industrial 

gearbox applications. When the operating gear speeds are relatively high, the jet lubrication 

method is preferred over dip lubrication. Since the speed is significantly higher, oil is not 

allowed to accumulate within the gearbox to cause any oil churning losses. In the gearing 

industry, gears are lubricated and cooled by various methods. At low to moderate speeds and 

loads, gears may be partly submerged in the lubricant which provides lubrication and cooling 

by splash lubrication. With splash lubrication, power loss increases considerably with speed. 

This is partly because of churning losses which this paper speaks of. It is shown that gear 

scoring and surface pitting can occur when the gear teeth are not adequately lubricated and 

cooled. The result of jet lubrication show that as gear pitch line velocity increases at a 

constant into-mesh lubrication condition, the limiting tooth load that will cause gear scoring 

is drastically reduced. Several methods of oil jet lubrication of gears are practiced by the ear 

industry. These include the oil jet directed into the mesh, out of the mesh and radially 

directed into the gear teeth.  It was shown that that oil jet lubrication is the most effective 

method when the jet is directed in the radial direction with adequate pressure and flow. 

In general, the type of lubrication method determines the dominating power loss.  However, 

there can be exceptions. In [1], Petry-Johnson et al. proved experimentally that dip lubricated 

gearboxes with very low oil level can have a significant amount of air windage. Lubricant can 

fling off the gear teeth in small oil droplets due to the centrifugal force acting on the 

lubricant. These lubricant droplets create a fine mist of oil that is suspended inside the gear 

housing. The effect of this oil increases “windage frictional” resistance on the gears. In 
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addition, the expulsion of the oily atmosphere from the tooth spaces as the gear teeth come 

into engagement creates turbulence within the gearbox and increases power consumption. 

Both types of spin losses involve complex hydrodynamic phenomena which are difficult to 

describe in analytical formulations. When the majority of the factors involved are taken into 

account, the nature of the environment surrounding the gear pairs makes it extremely difficult 

to formulate a fluid-mechanics based approach. As a result, most of the published models or 

formulae are based on dimensional analysis or experimental data. This means that such 

models will only be valid in very strict boundary conditions. 

Up till now, the phenomena described are known and accepted within the field of gear 

research. There is still some debate on which are the parameters which have the most effect 

on the churning and windage losses. 

For spin losses, the most contributing factors are summed up in Table 2. It is clear that the 

dominating parameters are not the same for churning and windage losses. It is therefore 

important to specify the difference when making comparisons. 

In [2], Seetharaman et. al. examines the different design parameters to quantify the impact on 

the spin power losses with dip lubrication. Experiments show that increasing the speed leads 

to a rise in friction loss. This effect is more pronounced with higher oil levels with a 

maximum when the oil is at the same level as the mating teeth Figure 8 . Increasing the 

viscosity at low speed leads to higher losses, while it decreases the losses for higher velocities 

but this effect is rather limited (Mauz 1987). The gear width and direction of rotation will 

also play an important role as the speed increases. Doubling the width can lead to a 100% rise 

of the power loss. At velocities up to 6000rpm the direction of rotation can amplify the loss 

up to 40%. Figure 8 shows the most energy‐consuming rotation direction. 

In [3], Stavytsky makes a review of load independent power loss models. Researchers agree 

that the tooth module has little effect on the churning losses and acknowledge the important 

role of the speed. Most models [4], [5] take the flow regime into account, but this is not 

necessary according to Lauster et. al. Changenet [8] stated that churning losses could be 

improved by changing the shape of the casing. 

In [1], Petry‐Johnson et al. studied the design parameters for spin losses with jet lubrication. 

In that case only windage losses are present. Since the jet lubrication forces to oil/air mixture 

through the mating teeth, changes in gear modulus will have a great impact on the total 

losses, while the width is of less importance. It is easy to understand that the kind of oil/air 

mixture influences the squeezing phenomena between the teeth and thus the oil density has a 

significant effect on the efficiency. In [6], Mizutani stated that the same goes for the jet 
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pressure. In [3], similar results have been found. Since jet‐lubrication is used for high speed 

application, the speed is without question the most dominant factor. When the load is small, 

Windage losses dominate the total loss in a gearbox. It should be noted that different types of 

gears may require different formulas. 

Table 2: Most important spin losses in gears. (J.Croes & S.Iqbal) 

 Churning losses Windage losses 

Oil Viscosity 

Increases losses for low 

speed and decreases losses 

for high speed 

Strong dependency 

Oil density Linear Linear 

Rotational Speed 

Dependency becomes 

stronger for higher 

immersion depth; ω varies to 

power of 1.4 to 1.7 

Dependency varies to power 

of ω from 1.4 to 1.7 

Gear module Weak dependency Strong dependency 

Gear face width 
Dependency increases with 

speed 
No dependency 

Direction of Rotation 
Dependency increases with 

speed 
Noticeable 

Oil jet pressure -NA- Strong dependency 

Immersion depth Strong dependency -NA- 

 

 

Figure 8: Changes in oil level for dip lubrication. (J.Croes & S.Iqbal) 
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As stated earlier, there are two types of power losses associated with gears. The major 

sources of spin loss within a planetary gear set comprise of, (i) viscous drag associated 

spinning hardware elements, (ii) pumping of lubricant and air from the spaces between 

meshing gear teeth, and (iii) friction losses existing within the bearings of the planet gears 

while free spinning.  

The drag power losses      are those associated with the interactions of each individual gear 

and the carrier assembly with the surrounding medium, where windage refers to drag on a 

component spinning in air, and churning refers to drag associated with lubricant interaction 

for a component partially immersed in oil. There are three main sources of drag power losses 

of a planetary system: sun gear drag, planet carrier drag and ring gear drag. Each drag power 

loss term represents the sum of (i) power losses due to oil/air drag on the faces of the gear or 

carrier, and (ii) power loss due to oil/air drag on the sides of the gear or carrier. Figure 9 

shows the different places on a gear where the drag losses take place. The total drag power 

loss of the planetary gear set is given as the sum of each source as follows:  

                 (1) 

 

Figure 9: Drag forces on face and periphery. (Google Images/oil forces on gear) 

where             are the drag power acting on the sun gear, carrier, and the ring gear 

respectively.  

 

Figure 10: Forces due to root filling. (Google Images/oil forces in gear cavity) 

Figure 10 shows the cavities in which oil filling takes place and these are another reason for 

the losses to take place in a gear.  
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Figure 11: Oil pocketing losses. (Matlab generated image) 

The pumping power losses      are caused by gears squeezing (or pumping) oil out of the 

space between the teeth contracts as they roll into mesh. These losses happen at each mesh of 

the sun gear with planets (     as well as each mesh of the ring gear with planets (     such 

that  

     (       )  (2) 

Where N is the number of planet gears in the gear set.  

Summing these two main sources of power losses, the overall spin power loss of N planetary 

gear set can be written as  

          (3) 
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3 MODEL 

In this chapter we shall see how the mathematical model developed by Seetharaman S is used 

to create a MATLAB model. A detailed order of the steps involved in calculating the churning 

losses shall be discussed here.  

An incompressible flow case is considered, of which the equations describing the time-

dependent velocity were developed based on a one-dimensional model in which the fluid is 

assumed to be frictionless and incompressible. As discussed above, oil churning losses 

comprises of losses occurring at the face of the gear and the periphery due to the drag forces 

and also due to the pocketing losses, i.e. oil squeezing from the backlash area and the 

extended area as shown in the Figure 12 below. 

 

Figure 12: Flow paths for discharged fluid. (M.J.Wittbrodt & M.J.Pechersky) 

3.1 Speed and torque relationship. 

In order to understand the power-flow through any transmission, the speed and torque 

relationship needs to be understood.  

A simple planetary system is considered as shown in the Figure 13.  
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Figure 13: Simple Planetary Gear (Google Images/simple planet gear) 

The following case is considered where the planetary carrier is kept still. The speed relations 

are given as 

             (4) 

From equations 4 and 5  

 
  

  
  

  
  

 (5) 

The relative speed of the planetary carrier is also considered now and the speed relation is 

now given as 

        
  

  
    (6) 

 
      

  

  
    (7) 

From equations 6 and 7  

      

     
  

  
  

 (8) 

                                     (9) 

Equation 9 is the basic speed relation for a planetary gear.  
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Figure 14: Torque through planetary gear set. (H.Naunheimer et al., 2011) 

The torque relation can be deduced from the following Figure 14.  

Considering the equilibrium of the total system 

            (10) 

Since the planetary gear has no shaft,      

   and   must also balance the planetary gear  

               (11) 

 

Or 

   
  

 
  
  

 (12) 

Equations 10 and 12 give the basic torque relationship between planetary gears.  

3.2 Generic model  

The schematic of the gear box and the elements engaged are given in the figures below. The 

transmission is an automatic type having 6 forward speeds and 2 reverse speeds. The 

transmission consists of 5 sets of planetary gears. The transmission also has 2 multi-disc 

clutches and 5 multi-disc brakes.   
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In order to calculate the power flowing through system, the speed and torque values at all the 

planetary gears as well as the clutches and brakes needs to be found out. During an ideal 

situation when there is no loss in power, there are no drag losses and hence torque through 

the disengaged clutches and brakes will be zero. However, the speed of the clutches and 

brakes will be the same irrespective of whether they are engaged or disengaged.  

Using the speed relationship and the schematics of the gearbox, the speeds and torques 

through all the gears, clutches and brakes are determined.  

 

Figure 15: Gear box layout for 6 speed transmission. (K.Martin, Borg Warner) 

Table 3: Indicator 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Clutch and Brake position. 

Gear State Elements Engaged  Gear Ratio 

 K1 K2 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5  

Gear 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 6.154 

Gear 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 4.269 

Symbol Notation 

1 Engaged 

0 Disengaged 
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Gear 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2.408 

Gear 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1.675 

Gear 5 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.322 

Gear 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Reverse 

Gear 1 

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 -6.637 

3.3 Power loss due to drag forces. 

A rotating gear pair that is fully or partially immersed in oil, as shown in Figure 9, is 

subjected to drag forces that are induced along the direction of flow on the periphery 

(circumference) and faces (sides) of the gears, thus contributing to the churning power losses. 

The Figure 9 shows that the gears have been modeled as an equivalent cylinder of radius     

(the outside radius of the gear). This employs the assumption that, at medium to high speeds 

of rotation, the behavior of a gear immersed in oil follows that of a cylindrical disk, as the oil 

swirling around the gear will not feel the effects of the tooth cavities.  

The torque independent losses generated from gears are the oil churning. It is the same theory 

as for the wet clutch, but instead of discs it is gears rotating in oil. According to [5] the total 

oil churning loss can be calculated with  

              (13) 

Where,      is the churning loss due to drag losses and     is the churning loss due to 

pocketing. The total churning loss due to drag is defined by  

                     (14) 

The three included sub losses is    , the power loss due to air/oil drag on the periphery,     

power loss due to oil/air drag on the sides of the gear and      is power loss occurring while 

filling the cavity between teeth with oil. The sub losses is given by  

      
        

    
       (   )

  
 (15) 
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Where,    is the outer radius of the gear and   is the height of oil. The drag losses on the face 

of the gear is given by, 
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(16) 

The above equation presented is to determine the drag losses on the gear face when the oil 

flow is laminar. When the flow becomes turbulent, the drag losses (        are formulated as 

shown below: 
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   (     (   ))
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(17) 

Here,   is the dynamic viscosity and   is the density of the oil used in the gearbox.  

The power loss due to root filling is as shown below.  

                              
            (

  

       
   ) (18) 

Here,      is the number of cavities that are below the oil level,   is the viscosity and    is 

area of the tooth cavity.    and   are determined by applying boundary conditions to the 

solution of the bi-harmonic equation [5]. The pocketing contribution to the total churning loss 

depends on the change of volume between gear teeth. The volume change in four increments 

is approximated as shown in  

Figure 16 below.  
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Figure 16: Change of volume in four increments. (M.J.Wittbrodt & M.J.Pechersky) 

The calculation of    can be done in two different methods. One is by following the methods 

presented in the journal written by Wittbrodt and Pechersky [7]. The input parameters 

required to determine a gear are mentioned in Table 4 and Table 5. The table gives an 

example of the parameters for just one set of gear and pinion. The complete list of values for 

an entire automatic transmission is mentioned in Table 7.  
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Table 4: Input parameters of gear 

Input Parameters of Gear 

Z2 40 Number of teeth on pinion (mm) 

phi 20 Pressure angle (deg) 

dp2 m*z2 Primitive diameter of pinion, theoretical (mm) 

Beta 0 Helix angle 

b2 24.1 Face width 

x2 0.164 Centre cuter modification (mm) 

da2 105.2 External diameter of pinion (mm) 

sr 1.2*m Rim thickness (mm) 

c2 0.25 Root clearance coefficient 

db2 93.96 Base diameter (mm) 

rhof2 0.25 Tooth tip radius coefficient of hub  

a12 1+c2 Dedendum height (mm) 

ba2 1 Addendum height (mm) 

rho2 7.2 Density of gear (kg/mm^3) 

Note: ‘m’ denotes the module of the gear. These parameters can be found in the MATLAB 

code that is appended along with this report.  
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Table 5: Input parameters of pinion 

Input Parameters of Pinion 

Z1 28 Number of teeth on pinion (mm) 

phi 20 Pressure angle (deg) 

dp1 m*z1 Primitive diameter of pinion (mm) 

Beta 0 Helix angle 

b1 14 Face width (mm) 

x1 0.168 Centre cuter modification (mm) 

da1 61.1 External diameter of pinion (mm) 

sr 1.2*m Rim thickness (mm) 

c1 0.25 Root clearance coefficient 

db1 51.6 Base diameter (mm) 

rhof1 0.25 Tooth tip radius coefficient of hubbing tool  

a11 1+c1 Dedendum height (mm) 

ba2 1 Addendum height (mm) 

rho2 7.2 Density of gear (kg/mm^3) 

 

The above code shows the different input parameters that the user has to provide to define a 

gear. The function files attached with this code script shall help generating a gear pair as 

shown in Figure1.  
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Figure 17: Gear Cavity area (B_area ). (M.J.Wittbrodt & M.J.Pechersky) 

The Figure 17 above shows the cavity of the gear for which the area      , needs to be 

calculated. Using the MATLAB function “trapz”, which is used to calculate the area under a 

curve.  

3.4 Power loss due to oil pocketing phenomenon. 

As two adjacent teeth of a gear approaches the interface of the mating gear, the cavity 

between them is intruded upon by a tooth of the mating gear. This results in a swift reduction 

in the volume of the cavity, forcing the lubricant out through the openings at the ends and the 

backlash.  

Considering  

Figure 16, the total area symbolizes the fully filled cavity. At the gear position m=0, the 

control volume    
 is reduced to approximately 50% of the total volume. When the gear turns 

at a certain angle, which is now at position m=1, the same control volume is decreased to 2/3 

of the area in the previous frame. At m=2, it is just the bottom half circle remaining and at 

m=3, it is only the half of the bottom circle remaining.  

The area that is of major interest is the              , that will change according to the 

rotation of the gear. According to [7], this area can be calculated as shown below.  
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                                               (18) 

The area between two pinion teeth is, 
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(19) 

Where N is the number of teeth and the area of a pinion tooth is given by the equation below.  
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(20) 

Where     is the thickness in radians of the pinion at base circle, and   represents the arc in 

radians from the beginning of the tooth profile at the base circle to the tooth tip [8].  

Another method to calculate the area of interest i.e.                is by using the 

MATLAB function trapz. The usage of this function can be seen in the attached Appendix.  

A generally algorithm was followed in developing a code that would calculate the overall oil 

churning losses. This section previously showed how the tooth cavity area was determined 

using the above mentioned formulas.  Firstly the gear parameters mentioned in Table 4 and 

Table 5 are used to define the shape of the gear tooth. These are further used in the equations 

(18) – (20). The drag losses occurring in the gear cavity are determined using equations (13) 

– (18). Combining the drag losses developed in the gear cavity and also because of backlash 

and end flow, the total oil churning loss in a complete gearbox can be determined.   
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Figure 18: Algorithm to develop the code 

While determining the cavity area it is important to fix the distance between the adjacent 

gears. It can be observed in the code attached in the appendix that the value ‘c’, which fixes a 

defined distance between a set of gear teeth needs to be changed based on the size of the gear 

tooth. By defining this value, we understand that any point lesser than this can be considered 

as the point closest between two approaching gears  

 

Figure 19: Closest points. 
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The points C1 and C2 are as shown in Figure 19. These points change with respect to the gear 

and pinion parameters. So a trade-off needs to be done when choosing these values. The same 

shall apply while initializing the value of c.  

A function that calculates the Euclidian distance is used to calculate the distance between 

different points on the gear and the pinion. The minimum value amongst the group of values 

obtained shall be the touching point, where the coordinates for both gear and pinion shall be 

nearly same.  

The velocity of the lubricant escaping through the backlash flow area and the end flow areas 

for the first control volume can be written respectively as,  
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Where    , is a flow factor defined as ratio of the backlash flow area to the total flow area. 
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The pressure of the control volume    
   

at the backlash and end flow area can be estimated 

by using Bernoulli’s principle [9], respectively as, 
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The conservation of momentum principle gives the forces acting on the oil escaping through 

the backlash and the end areas of    
   

as, 

     
   

       
   

      
   

 (26) 
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Where      
   

and      
   

are the backlash flow and end flow areas respectively and      
   

is 

approximated as shown in  

Table 6: Approximated backlash area. 

Increment m=0 m=1 m=2 m=3 

Area      
   

              
   

      
   

        
   

      
   

        
   

        
      

The power loss due to pocketing at    
   

is equal to the product of the discharge velocity and 

pocketing force.  

     
   

      
   

      
   

        
   

      
   

 (28) 

This represents only the power loss for the    control volume at the    rotational position 

for gear    The same procedure is applied to all control volumes of gear 1 and 2 to determine 

the total instantaneous power loss of a gear pair due to pocketing, which is then averaged 

over the total number of rotational increments, M, to find the average power loss as, 
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this chapter we shall discuss about the design changes that could possibly effect the 

variation in the losses and hence the efficiency. Parameters such as face width, height of the 

oil, gear module and rotational speed are varied to get results. Since the goal of the thesis 

was also to study the design changes, this chapter shall include the results chapter in it. 

4.1 Results/Discussions 

The model is created in MATLAB and so it makes anyone use this model and since majority 

of the companies have the MATLAB software with them, they can implement this model into 

their software library. This model is built based on different modules and makes it easy to 

understand. Also it can be utilized as good base for the future work.  

The first set of code testing was done based on the parameters that were provided for a PT6 

gearbox. The table below describes the basic input parameters that were utilized to generate 

the results. Since the oil churning losses are speed dependent losses, the individual speed of 

each gear i.e. the sun, the planet and the ring gear were calculated which were further 

utilized. Further into the discussion it can also be seen how the variation of speed of 

individual gears affects the power losses.  

Table 7: Gear parameters. 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 

No. of 

teeth 
40 44 26 26 49 22 20 28 28 18 

Module 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.7 2.7 

Pressure 

Angle 
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

Base Dia  93.96 103.36 61.08 65.96 124.3 51.6 46.9 65.7 71.04 45.6 

Outer Dia 105.2 114.4 72.7 79.3 135.9 61.1 56.3 77.8 84.8 55.9 
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Pitch Dia 99.9 110.07 65.04 70.24 132.37 54.95 49.94 69.96 75.65 48.56 

Face 

Width 
24.1 43.3 51 51 41.5 16 40.8 45.6 45.6 35 

Root Dia 94.2 103.6 60.52 65.75 123.7 49.7 45 65.9 71.18 43.25 

Profile 

Shift 

Coefficient 

0.164 0.007 0.6247 0.675 0.361 0.168 0.253 0.5 0.68 0.371 

The oil data is as given below.  

Table 8: Oil data. 

TYPE W211 W326 

Additives None None 

Kinetic viscosity at 40 C (cSt) 30.8 109.3 

Dynamic viscosity at 40 C (mPas) 27.1 94.9 

Kinetic viscosity at 100 C (cSt) 5.3 11.98 

Dynamic viscosity at 100 C (mPas) 4.46 9.97 

Viscosity index 104 99 

Type Mineral Mineral 

The other parameters related to the gear are mentioned in the Table 8.  

With the current parameters mentioned above, it was found that the power losses rose linearly 

to a certain extent with increasing speed and later curve away. This phenomenon occurs at 

speeds higher than 1000rpm. Figure 20 describes how the power losses are related to the 

increase in input speed. One thing to always bear in mind is the fact that this thesis involved 
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few assumptions such as oil viscosity, temperature. Other assumptions included were when 

the parameters were changed. Random values have been chosen to generate results. Hence 

the thing to be observed here is the behavior of the curve and not the values. This could be 

the reason for there can be no verification of the results generated in this project. As a matter 

of fact, this could be taken up in the future work where both simulated and experimental 

results are compared.   

 

Figure 20: Final churning loss. 

Considering the current output, a study is made to see how the change in parameters will 

affect the churning losses. The different cases in which the parameters are varied and 

simulated are 

I. Change in the module:  

As per the observations made by researchers the churning power loss must not increase on a 

larger scale. On a similar note, the module of the gear was reduced from 2.5 to 1.9 and then 

increased to 2. It can be seen that the Figure 21 that the agreement between the two results is 

less than 100 watts.  The observations made in Table 2 that the change in module does not 

affect the power loss significantly for these gear pairs considered in this study is reiterated 

here through the model as well.  
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Figure 21: Change in gear module. 

II. Change in face width: 

Figure 22 provides comparisons between the two different chosen face width, one set of 

values in which the width of planetary gears is reduced while the width of the sun gears is 

remained the same. The other set of values are chosen by increasing the value of planetary 

gears and reducing the face width of the sun gear. These values were calculated for a fixed oil 

height of h=0.5mm. It can be seen that there is a drastic change in the power losses when the 

face width is varied. This is in proper agreement with the experimental observations.  
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Figure 22: Change in face width. 

4.2 Conclusion 

The following conclusion can be derived from this thesis: 

 The spin power loss model, developed on a family of spur gear pairs with varying module and 

face widths, were designed to quantify the influence of operating parameters, selected gear 

geometry parameters and lubricant properties on the total spin power loss.  

 The model predictions were shown to compare reasonably well with the experimental 

observations made by other researchers, over wide range of operating speed, lubricant 

properties(viscosity and oil level), and gear geometry conditions, with a maximum deviation 

of 0.1kW between the majority of the predictions.  

 Given these comparisons, it can be stated that the spin loss model is indeed sufficiently 

accurate within reasonable ranges of all key system parameters and hence it can be used as a 

design tool in computing power losses of geared transmissions.  
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS & FUTURE WORK 

In this chapter, recommendations on more detailed solutions and future work in this field are 

presented.  

5.1 Recommendations 

Lack of proper gear parameters made the thesis slightly complex especially when it came to 

modelling. Approximating some of the values during scripting can make the results deviate 

over greater range giving way to uncertainty of understanding the model in a better fashion. 

One possible solution to this could be by having experimental testing so that the results of 

both experiments and the predictions can be verified and validated.  

5.2 Future work  

Below are some suggestions, that when adopted can give the present model a better shape.  

 Firstly conducting experimental testing helps in a greater way as the results generated 

can be actually verified with the predictions.  

 The current model can be further modelled in Simulink. A modular approach must be 

adopted so that it will help the company to utilize it.  
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7 APPENDIX 

 Calculate final losses 

 

 

%Main Matlab program 
%% Clean up and reset workspace 
clear all % Clear workspace memory 
close all % Close all figures 
clc % Clear command window 

  
global k in m z1 phi dp1 dp2 beta b1 x1 da1 sr c1 db1 rhof1 a11 ba1 rho1 

T1 A Aope z2 b2 x2 da2 c2 db2 rhof2 a12 ba2 rho2 xpp ypp xgp ygp 
global Pocket_Area  

  
k=1; 

  
in=1.8;    %gear ratio 
m=2;     %real module [mm] 

 

%Pinion 
z1=27;    %number of teeth pinion [mm] 
phi= 20;    %pressure angle [deg] 
dp1=m*z1;    %primitive diameter of pinion, normal [mm] 
beta=0;    %Helix angle [deg] 
b1=16;      %face width [mm] 
x1=0.168;    %profile shift coefficient 
da1=61.1;    %external diameter of pinion [mm] 
sr=1.2*m;    %rim thickness [mm] 
c1=.25;    %root clearance coefficient 
db1=51.6;    %base diameter [mm] 
rhof1=.25;    %tooth tip radius coeficient of hubbing tool 
a11=(1+c1);   %dedendum height 
ba1=1;    %Addendum height 
rho1=7.2;    %Density of pinion 
T1=100e3;    %Torque [Nmm] on pinion 

  
A=((dp1+in*dp1)/2+x1*m); %centre distance [mm] 
Aope=A+1;    %Operating centre distance [mm] 

  

  
%Saving all pinion parameters in a vector 
ppa=[in,m,z1,phi,dp1,beta,b1,x1,da1,sr,c1,db1,rhof1,a11]; 

  
%%Gear 
z2=50;    %number of teeth pinion [mm] 
phi= 20;    %pressure angle [deg] 
dp2=m*z2;    %primitive diameter of pinion, theoretical [mm] 
beta=0;    %Helix angle [deg] 
b2=24.1;      %face width [mm] 
x2=0;    %centre cutter modification [mm] 
da2=105.2;    %external diameter of pinion [mm] 
sr=1.2*m;    %rim thickness [mm] 
c2=.25;    %root clearance coeficient 
db2=93.96;    %base diameter [mm] 
rhof2=.25;    %tooth tip radius coeficient of hub 
a12=(1+c2);   %dedendum height 
ba2=1;    %Addendum height 
rho2=7.2;    %Density of gear 

 

%Saving all gear parameters in a vector 
gpa=[in,m,z2,phi,dp2,beta,b2,x2,da2,sr,c2,db2,rhof2,a12]; 
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Calculate final losses…(contd) 

 

 

 

  

%Contact Pressure Calculation 
di1=m*z1;    %Diameter of study on pinion 
di2=m*z2;    %Diameter of study on gear 
cpm=[phi,m,z1,rho1,z2,rho2,di1,di2,T1,b1]; 

  
cp=cpressure(phi,m,z1,rho1,z2,rho2,di1,di2,T1,b1); 

  

  
%Drawing each gear seperately 
[xpp,ypp]=geardrawing(ppa); 
[xgp,ygp]=geardrawing(gpa); 

  

  
%Drawing pinion and hob 
% hobdrawing(m,z1,c1,a11,rhof1,phi,ba1,x1,xpp,ypp) 
% hobanimation(m,z1,c1,a11,rhof1,phi,ba1,x1,xpp,ypp) 

  
%Disphasing pinion vs gear 
[xpp,ypp]=rotxy(0,0,pi/z1,xpp,ypp); 

  
% %Animating 

  
  gearanimation(xpp,ypp,xgp,ygp,A,in); 

   
%   close all 
% %%Gear tooth Coordinates 
[xppt,yppt]=piniontooth(ppa); 
[xgpt,ygpt]=geartooth(gpa); 

  
Pocket_Area = find_area_1(); 

  
Spur_Gear1; 

  
Pp_total = final_1(); 
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Calculate gear cavity area 

 

 

 

 

function [area_gear ]=Main_kaushik_gear1()%Main Matlab program 

   
global k 

  
k=1; 

  
in=1.8;    %gear ratio 
m=2;     %real module [mm] 

 

%%Pinion 
z1=27;    %number of teeth pinion [mm] 
phi= 20;    %pressure angle [deg] 
dp1=m*z1;    %primitive diameter of pinion, normal [mm] 
beta=0;    %Helix angle [deg] 
b1=16;      %face width [mm] 
x1=0.168;    %profile shift coeficient 
da1=61.1;    %external diameter of pinion [mm] 
sr=1.2*m;    %rim thickness [mm] 
c1=.25;    %root clearance coeficient 
db1=51.6;    %base diameter [mm] 
rhof1=.25;    %tooth tip radius coeficient of hobbing tool 
a11=(1+c1);   %dedendum height 
ba1=1;    %Adendum height 
rho1=7.2;    %Density of pinion 
T1=100e3;    %Torque [Nmm] on pinion 

  
A=(dp1+in*dp1)/2+x1*m;  %center distance [mm] 
Aope=A+0;    %Operating center distance [mm] 

  

  
%Saving all pinion parameters in a vector 
ppa=[in,m,z1,phi,dp1,beta,b1,x1,da1,sr,c1,db1,rhof1,a11]; 

  
%%Gear 
z2=50;    %number of teeth pinion [mm] 
phi= 20;    %pressure angle [deg] 
dp2=m*z2;    %primitive diameter of pinion, theoretical [mm] 
beta=0;    %Helix angle [deg] 
b2=24.1;      %face width [mm] 
x2=0.164;    %center cutter modification [mm] 
da2=105.2;    %external diameter of pinion [mm] 
sr=1.2*m;    %rim thickness [mm] 
c2=.25;    %root clearance coeficient 
db2=93.96;    %base diameter [mm] 
rhof2=.25;    %tooth tip radius coeficient of hub 
a12=(1+c2);   %dedendum height 
ba2=1;    %Adendum height 
rho2=7.2;    %Density of gear 

  

  
%Saving all gear parameters in a vector 
gpa=[in,m,z2,phi,dp2,beta,b2,x2,da2,sr,c2,db2,rhof2,a12]; 
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Calculate gear cavity area…(contd) 

 

Calculate gear cavity area…(contd) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

   

 

 

  

%Contact Pressure Calculation 
di1=m*z1;    %Diameter of study on pinion 
di2=m*z2;    %Diameter of study on gear 
cpm=[phi,m,z1,rho1,z2,rho2,di1,di2,T1,b1] 

  
cp=cpressure(phi,m,z1,rho1,z2,rho2,di1,di2,T1,b1) 

  

  
%Drawing each gear seperately 
 [xpp ypp]=geardrawing(ppa); 
 [xgp ygp]=geardrawing(gpa); 

  

  
%Drawing pinion and hob 
 hobdrawing(m,z1,c1,a11,rhof1,phi,ba1,x1,xpp,ypp) 
 hobanimation(m,z1,c1,a11,rhof1,phi,ba1,x1,xpp,ypp) 

  
%Disphasing pinion vs gear 
[xpp ypp]=rotxy(0,0,pi/z1,xpp,ypp); 

  
% %Animating 
  gearanimation(xpp,ypp,xgp,ygp,A,in); 

 

close all 
%%Gear tooth Coordinates 
[xppg,yppg]=geartooth(gpa); 
[xppp,yppp]=piniontooth(ppa); 

  
% figure(7) 
  plot(xppg,yppg) 

%  
% figure(8) 
  plot(xppp,yppp) 

  
Z_gear=trapz(xppg,yppg); 
Z_pinion=trapz(xppp,yppp); 

  
area_gear = (2*max(xppg) * max(yppg))- Z_gear; 
area_pinion = (2*max(xppp) * max(yppp))- Z_pinion; 
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Calculate pinion cavity area 
 

 

 

  

function [area_pinion ]=Main_kaushik_planet1()%Main Matlab program 

  
global k 

  
k=1; 

  
in=1.8; %gear ratio 
m=2; %real module [mm] 

 

%%Pinion 
z1=27; %number of teeth pinion [mm] 
phi= 20; %pressure angle [deg] 
dp1=m*z1; %primitive diameter of pinion, normal [mm] 
beta=0; %Helix angle [deg] 
b1=16;   %face width [mm] 
x1=0.168; %profile shift coeficient 
da1=61.1; %external diameter of pinion [mm] 
sr=1.2*m; %rim thickness [mm] 
c1=.25; %root clearance coeficient 
db1=51.6; %base diameter [mm] 
rhof1=.25; %tooth tip radius coeficient of hubbing tool 
a11=(1+c1); %dedendum height 
ba1=1; %Adendum height 
rho1=7.2; %Density of pinion 
T1=100e3; %Torque [Nmm] on pinion 

  
A=(dp1+in*dp1)/2+x1*m; %center distance [mm] 
Aope=A+0; %Operating center distance [mm] 

  

  
%Saving all pinion parameters in a vector 
ppa=[in,m,z1,phi,dp1,beta,b1,x1,da1,sr,c1,db1,rhof1,a11]; 

  
%%Gear 
z2=50; %number of teeth pinion [mm] 
phi= 20; %pressure angle [deg] 
dp2=m*z2; %primitive diameter of pinion, theoretical [mm] 
beta=0; %Helix angle [deg] 
b2=24.1;   %face width [mm] 
x2=0; %center cutter modification [mm] 
da2=105.2; %external diameter of pinion [mm] 
sr=1.2*m; %rim thickness [mm] 
c2=.25; %root clearance coeficient 
db2=93.96; %base diameter [mm] 
rhof2=.25; %tooth tip radius coeficient of hub 
a12=(1+c2); %dedendum height 
ba2=1; %Adendum height 
rho2=7.2; %Density of gear 

  
%Saving all gear parameters in a vector 
gpa=[in,m,z2,phi,dp2,beta,b2,x2,da2,sr,c2,db2,rhof2,a12]; 
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 Calculate pinion cavity area…(contd) 

 

 Calculate pinion cavity area…(contd) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

%Contact Pressure Calculation 
di1=m*z1; %Diameter of study on pinion 
di2=m*z2; %Diameter of study on gear 
cpm=[phi,m,z1,rho1,z2,rho2,di1,di2,T1,b1]; 

  
cp=cpressure(phi,m,z1,rho1,z2,rho2,di1,di2,T1,b1); 

  

  
%Drawing each gear seperately 
 [xpp ypp]=geardrawing(ppa); 
 [xgp ygp]=geardrawing(gpa); 

  

  
%Drawing pinion and hob 
 hobdrawing(m,z1,c1,a11,rhof1,phi,ba1,x1,xpp,ypp) 
 hobanimation(m,z1,c1,a11,rhof1,phi,ba1,x1,xpp,ypp) 

  
%Disphasing pinion vs gear 
[xpp ypp]=rotxy(0,0,pi/z1,xpp,ypp); 

  
% %Animating 
  gearanimation(xpp,ypp,xgp,ygp,A,in); 

 

close all 
%%Gear tooth Coordinates 
[xppg,yppg]=geartooth(gpa); 
[xppp,yppp]=piniontooth(ppa); 

  
% figure(7) 
% plot(xppg,yppg) 
%  
% figure(8) 
% plot(xppp,yppp) 

  
Z_gear=trapz(xppg,yppg); 
Z_pinion=trapz(xppp,yppp); 

  
area_gear = (2*max(xppg) * max(yppg))- Z_gear; 
area_pinion = (2*max(xppp) * max(yppp))- Z_pinion; 
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Calculate Contact Pressure  

% %% Clean up and reset workspace 
% clear all   % Clear workspace memory 
% close all   % Close all figures 
% clc    % Clear command window 
%  
% phi=20;    %Pressure Angle 
% m=4.5;    %Module 
% rho1=7.7;   %Density pinion 
% rho2=7.7;   %Density gear 
% z1=16;    %Number of teeth Pinion 
% z2=24;    %Number of teeth Gear 
% di1=m*z1;   %Diameter of study pinion 
% di2=m*z2;   %Diameter of study gear 
% T1=300e3;   %Torque [Nmm] 
% b=15;    %Face Width 

  

  
function P=cpressure(phi,m,z1,rho1,z2,rho2,di1,di2,T1,b) 

  
phir=phi*pi/180; 
%% Parameters 
db1=m*z1*cos(phir); 
db2=m*z2*cos(phir); 

  
%Material Properties 
[E1 v1 G1]=PMprop(rho1); 
[E2 v2 G2]=PMprop(rho2); 

  

  
%Contact Diameter 
rhoi1=sqrt(((di1^2)-(db1^2))/4); 
rhoi2=sqrt(((di2^2)-(db2^2))/4); 

  
R=((1/rhoi1)+(1/rhoi2))^(-1); 
Ep=(((1-(v1^2))/E1)+((1-(v2^2))/E2))^(-1); 
cp=sqrt(Ep/pi); 
Wt=T1/(z1*m/2); 

  
%Contact presssure according to AGMA 
P=-cp*sqrt((Wt/(b*(db1/di1)))*((1/rho1)+(1/rho2))); %Check 

  
%Contact Pressure According to Stefan 
Wtt=Wt/cos(phir); 
P0=((Wtt/b)*Ep/(pi*R))^.5; 

  
%Contact area 
a=(4*(Wtt/b)*R/(pi*Ep))^.5; 

  
 end 
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Gear Animation function  

function draw=gearanimation(xpp,ypp,xgp,ygp,A,in) 

  
aviobj = videowriter('animate.avi'); 

  
figure(10) 
hold on 
axis equal 
hp=plot(xpp,ypp); 
get(hp) 
set(hp,'color','red') 
xp=get(hp,'xdata'); 
yp=get(hp,'ydata'); 
set(hp,'LineWidth',2) 

  
hg=plot(xgp,ygp+A); 
get(hg) 
set(hg,'color','blue') 
xg=get(hg,'xdata'); 
yg=get(hg,'ydata'); 
set(hg,'LineWidth',2) 
% line([0,0],[148.5,31.52]); 
% line([-58.48,58.48],[90,90]); 

  

  
for t=1:1:100 
    [xp yp]=rotxy(0,0,pi*t/3600000,xp,yp); 
    [xg yg]=rotxy(0,A,-pi*t/(in*3600000),xg,yg); 
    set(hp,'xdata',xp,'ydata',yp) 
    set(hg,'xdata',xg,'ydata',yg) 
    drawnow 
    grid on 

     
    videowriter(animate); 
    end 

  

  

  
hold off 
grid on 
axis equal 
end 
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Draw the gear  

function [xtt,ytt]=geardrawing(ppa) 

  
k=1; 

  
it=1; 

  
in=ppa(it);   %gear ratio 
it=it+1; 

  
m=ppa(it);    %real module [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
z=ppa(it);    %number of teeth pinion [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
phi=ppa(it);   %pressure angle [deg] 
it=it+1; 

  
dp=ppa(it);   %primitive diameter of pinion [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
beta=ppa(it);   %Helix angle [deg] 
it=it+1; 

  
b=ppa(it);     %face width [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
x1=ppa(it);   %centre cutter modification [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
da=ppa(it);   %external diameter of pinion [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
sr=ppa(it);   %rim thickness [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
c=ppa(it);    %root clearance coeficient 
it=it+1; 

  
db=ppa(it);   %base diameter [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
rhof=ppa(it);   %tooth tip radius coeficient of hub 
it=it+1; 

  
a1=ppa(it);   %dedendum height 
it=it+1; 

  

  
% [in m z phi dp beta b A x1 da sr c db rhof a1]=ppa; 

  
%Number of points to devide the curve 
nu=20;    %For involute profile 

 
nu1=100;    %For trochoid 

  
phir=phi*pi/180; 
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Draw the gear…(contd)  

%Coeficients 
u=-(pi/4+(a1-rhof)*tan(phir)+rhof/cos(phir)); 
v=rhof-a1; 

  
%Max and Min angle position for involute 
thmin=(u+(v+x1)/tan(phir))*2/z; 
thmax=(((2+z+2*x1)^2-(z*cos(phir))^2)^0.5)/(z*cos(phir))-

(1+2*x1/z)*tan(phir)-pi/(2*z); 

  
%Dividing it into equal number of angular increments, based on overall 

gear angle 
inc=(thmax-thmin)/nu; 

  
%Calculating position of involute points 
for i=1:(nu+1) 
th=thmin+inc*(i-1); 
xi(i)=(z*m/2)*(sin(th)-

((th+pi/(2*z))*cos(phir)+(2*x1*sin(phir))/z)*cos(th+phir)); 
yi(i)=(z*m/2)*(cos(th)+((th+pi/(2*z))*cos(phir)+(2*x1*sin(phir))/z)*sin(t

h+phir)); 
end 

  
%Min position, or max, of trochoid curve, to root 
thmax2=2*u/z; 
inc=abs(thmax2-thmin)/nu1;   

  
%Calculating points on trochoid curve 
for i=1:(nu1+1) 
if i<(nu1+1) 
th=thmin+inc*(i-1) ; 
labc=(1+4*(((v+x1)/(2*u-z*th))^2))^0.5; %Factor L 
pq=(rhof/labc)+(u-z*th/2); %Factor P 
qp=(2*(rhof/labc)*(v+x1)/(2*u-z*th))+v+(z/2)+x1; %Factor Q 
xr(i)=m*(pq*cos(th)+qp*sin(th)); 
yr(i)=m*(-pq*sin(th)+qp*cos(th)); 
end 
end 

  
%Creating one tooth 
xt=[fliplr(xr),xi,-fliplr(xi),-xr]; 
yt=[fliplr(yr),yi,fliplr(yi),yr]; 
xtt=[]; 
ytt=[]; 

  

  
% figure(k) 

  
v1=-pi/z:((2*pi/z))/30:pi/z; %Setting up tooth arc thickness 
v1=v1+(pi/2); %Moving angle to vertical 

  

  
%Checking tooth proportions, at 90 deg, where the tooth is 
% hold on 
% plot(xr,yr,'.g') %Root 
% plot(xi,yi,'.') %Involute 
% plot((db/2)*cos(v1),(db/2)*sin(v1),'--blue') %Base diameter 
% plot(((dp-2*m*(1+c))/2)*cos(v1),((dp-2*m*(1+c))/2)*sin(v1),'--red') 

%Root diameter 
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Draw the gear…(contd) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

% plot(((dp/2)-m)*cos(v1),((dp/2)-m)*sin(v1),'--yellow') %-m from the 

Primitive diameter 
% grid on 
% axis equal 
k=k+1; 

  
%Creating gear 
hold off 
for i=1:z 
    inc=-2*pi/z; 
    [xop,yop]=rotxy(0,0,inc*i,xt,yt); 
    xtt=[xtt,xop]; 
    ytt=[ytt,yop]; 

     
    hold on 
%     figure(5) 
%     plot(xop,yop) 
%     axis equal 

  
end 
hold off 

  

     
    v=0:pi/50:2*pi; 
%     figure(k) 
%     plot(dp/2*cos(v),dp/2*sin(v),'k--',dp/2*cos(v),dp/2*sin(v),'k-.') 
    hold on 
%     plot(db/2*cos(v),db/2*sin(v),'k--',((dp-2*m*(1+c))/2)*cos(v),((dp-

2*m*(1+c))/2)*sin(v),'k--') 
%     h=plot(xtt,ytt,xi(1),yi(1),'o'); 
%     set(h,'LineWidth',2) 
    hold off 
    axis equal 

    

  

     
    atan(yr./xr); 
    sqrt(xr.^2+yr.^2); 

     

     
end 
 

% plot((da/2)*cos(v1),(da/2)*sin(v1),'--red') %Adendum diameter 
% plot((dp/2)*cos(v1),(dp/2)*sin(v1),'--black') %Primitive diameter 
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Draw the gear tooth profile     

function [xt,yt]=geartooth(gpa) 

  
k=1; 

  
it=1; 

  
in=gpa(it); %gear ratio 
it=it+1; 

  
m=gpa(it); %real module [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
z=gpa(it); %number of teeth pinion [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
phi=gpa(it); %pressure angle [deg] 
it=it+1; 

  
dp=gpa(it); %primitive diameter of pinion [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
beta=gpa(it); %Helix angle [deg] 
it=it+1; 

  
b=gpa(it);   %face width [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
x1=gpa(it); %center cutter modification [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
da=gpa(it); %external diameter of pinion [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
sr=gpa(it); %rim thickness [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
c=gpa(it); %root clearance coeficient 
it=it+1; 

  
db=gpa(it); %base diameter [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
rhof=gpa(it); %tooth tip radius coeficient of hub 
it=it+1; 

  
a1=gpa(it); %dedendum height 
it=it+1; 

  

  
% [in m z phi dp beta b A x1 da sr c db rhof a1]=gpa; 

  
%Number of points to devide the curve 
nu=20; %For involute profile 
nu1=100; %For trochoid 

  
phir=phi*pi/180; 
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Draw the gear tooth profile…(contd)     

  

%Coeficients 
u=-(pi/4+(a1-rhof)*tan(phir)+rhof/cos(phir)); 
v=rhof-a1; 

  
%Max and Min angle position for involute 
thmin=(u+(v+x1)/tan(phir))*2/z; 
thmax=(((2+z+2*x1)^2-(z*cos(phir))^2)^0.5)/(z*cos(phir))-

(1+2*x1/z)*tan(phir)-pi/(2*z); 

  
%Dividing it into equal number of angular increments, based on overall 

gear angle 
inc=(thmax-thmin)/nu; 

  
%Calculating position of involute points 
for i=1:(nu+1) 
th=thmin+inc*(i-1); 
xi(i)=(z*m/2)*(sin(th)-

((th+pi/(2*z))*cos(phir)+(2*x1*sin(phir))/z)*cos(th+phir)); 
yi(i)=(z*m/2)*(cos(th)+((th+pi/(2*z))*cos(phir)+(2*x1*sin(phir))/z)*sin(t

h+phir)); 
end 

  
%Min position, or max, of trochoid curve, to root 
thmax2=2*u/z; 
inc=abs(thmax2-thmin)/nu1;   

  
%Calculating points on trochoid curve 
for i=1:(nu1+1) 
if i<(nu1+1) 
th=thmin+inc*(i-1) ; 
labc=(1+4*(((v+x1)/(2*u-z*th))^2))^0.5; %Factor L 
pq=(rhof/labc)+(u-z*th/2); %Factor P 
qp=(2*(rhof/labc)*(v+x1)/(2*u-z*th))+v+(z/2)+x1; %Factor Q 
xr(i)=m*(pq*cos(th)+qp*sin(th)); 
yr(i)=m*(-pq*sin(th)+qp*cos(th)); 
end 
end 

  
%Creating one tooth 
xt=[fliplr(xr),xi,-fliplr(xi),-xr]; 
yt=[fliplr(yr),yi,fliplr(yi),yr]; 
xtt=[]; 
ytt=[]; 

  
end 
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Hob Animation function 

function hobmov=hobanimation(m,z,c,a1,rhof,phi,ba,x1,xpp,ypp) 

  
 [xpp ypp]=rotxy(0,0,pi/z,xpp,ypp);%Disphasing pinon vs rack 
 ypp=ypp-m*z/2; 
 phir=phi*pi/180;  
 Sno=pi/4; %thickness of tool at pitch line 

  
 xbp=ba; %Dendum of tooth, dedendum of gear 
 ybp=-Sno-tan(phir)*ba;  

  
 h=a1-rhof+rhof*sin(phir); %Full length of tooth 

  
 xh=-h; 
 yh=-Sno+h*tan(phir); 

  
 xrp=-a1+rhof; 
 yrp=yh+rhof*cos(phir); 

  
 n=10; 
 anstep=((pi/2)-phir)/n; 

  
 for i=1:n 
    xrho(i)=xrp-rhof*sin(phir+(i-1)*anstep); 
    yrho(i)=yrp-rhof*cos(phir+(i-1)*anstep); 
 end 

  
 xe=-a1; 
 ye=0; 

  
xj=m*[xbp,xh,xrho,xe]+x1*m; 
yj=m*[ybp,yh,yrho,ye]; 

  
xjr=fliplr(xj); 
yjr=fliplr(yj); 

  
xh1=[yj,-yjr]; 
yh1=[xj,xjr]; 

  
     for l=1:500 
    xh1=[xh1,yj+pi*l*m,-yjr+pi*l*m]; 
    yh1=[yh1,xj,xjr]; 
     end 

  
    xh1=-xh1;  

      

      
figure(15) 
hold on 
hp=plot(xpp,ypp) 
get(hp) 
set(hp,'color','blue') 
xp=get(hp,'xdata'); 
yp=get(hp,'ydata'); 
set(hp,'LineWidth',2) 

  
hb=plot(xh1,yh1) 
get(hb) 
set(hb,'color','red') 
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Hob Animation function…(contd) 

     

Script to draw the Hob  

xb=get(hb,'xdata') 
yb=get(hb,'ydata') 
set(hb,'LineWidth',2) 

  

  
for t=1:1:10000 
    [xp yp]=rotxy(0,-z*m/2,-pi*t/1800,xpp,ypp); 
    xb=xh1+(((t*pi/1800))*(z*m/2)); 
    yb=yb; 
    set(hp,'xdata',xp,'ydata',yp) 
    set(hb,'xdata',xb,'ydata',yb) 
    drawnow     
    grid on 
    end 

     

  

  
hold off 
grid on 
axis equal 

  

  
 end 

 

% % Hob Drawing 
%  clear all 
%   
%  m=4.5; %Modulus 
%  z=16; %Number of teeth 
%  c=.25; %Clearance coeficient 
%  a1=1+c; %Adendum coeficient 
%  rhof=.25; %Tool radius coeficient 
%  phi=20; %Pressure angle 
%  ba=1; %Dedendum coeficient 
%  x1=0; %Profile shift 

  
 function hobdraw=hobdrawing(m,z,c,a1,rhof,phi,ba,x1,xpp,ypp) 

  
 [xpp ypp]=rotxy(0,0,pi/z,xpp,ypp);%Disphasing pinon vs rack 
 ypp=ypp-m*z/2; 
 phir=phi*pi/180;  
 Sno=pi/4; %thickness of tool at pitch line 

  
 xbp=ba; %Dendum of tooth, dedendum of gear 
 ybp=-Sno-tan(phir)*ba;  

  
 h=a1-rhof+rhof*sin(phir); %Full height of tooth 
 xh=-h; 

 yh=-Sno+h*tan(phir); 

  

 xrp=-a1+rhof; 

 yrp=yh+rhof*cos(phir); 
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Script to draw the Hob…(contd)  

n=10; 
 anstep=((pi/2)-phir)/n; 

  
 for i=1:n 
    xrho(i)=xrp-rhof*sin(phir+(i-1)*anstep); 
    yrho(i)=yrp-rhof*cos(phir+(i-1)*anstep); 
 end 

  
 xe=-a1; 
 ye=0; 

  
xj=m*[xbp,xh,xrho,xe]+x1*m; 
yj=m*[ybp,yh,yrho,ye]; 

  
k=1; 

  
% figure(k) 
% plot(xj,yj); 
% axis equal 
% grid on 
% k=k+1; 

  

  
figure(k+10) 
hold on 
h1=plot(yj,xj); 
h2=plot(-yj,xj); 

  
set(h1,'LineWidth',2,'color','r') 
set(h2,'LineWidth',2,'color','r') 

  
 for l=1:10 
 h1=plot(yj+pi*l*m,xj); 
 h2=plot(-yj+pi*l*m,xj); 
 set(h1,'LineWidth',2,'color','r') 
 set(h2,'LineWidth',2,'color','r') 
 end 

  

  
 h3=plot(xpp,ypp) 
 set(h3,'LineWidth',2) 
 hold off 
 axis equal 
 grid on 
 k=k+1; 
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Script to draw the Hob…(contd) 

 

  

  

  

  

  

    

 

  

  

  

  

%%Trochoid 
%  n1=100; 
%   
%  xip=x1+xrp; 
%  urmin=xip/tan(phir)-yrp; 
%  urmax=-yrp; 
%  urstep=(urmax-urmin)/n1; 
%   
%  for i=1:n1 
%  ur=urmin+urstep*(i-1); 
%       
%       
%  etap=-ur+yrp; 
%  sp=-sqrt((xip^2)+(etap^2)); 
%  s=sp-rhof; 
%   
%  xi=(s/sp)*xip; 
%  eta=(s/sp)*etap; 
%   
%   
%  beta=(2/z)*(ur-(pi*z/4)) 
%   
%  R(i)=sqrt((((m*z/2)+xi*m)^2)+(eta*m)^2) 
%  theta(i)=atan(eta*m/((m*z/2)+xi*m))-beta; 
%    
%   
%  end 
%   
% figure(k) 
% hold on 
% plot(R.*cos(theta),R.*sin(theta)) 
% hold off 
% axis equal 
% grid on 
%  k=k+1; 

 End 

 

 

Describe the involute 
 
function theta=invo(angle) 
theta=tand(angle)-angle*pi/180; 
end 
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Script to draw pinion tooth 
 

function [xt,yt]=piniontooth(ppa) 

  
k=1; 

  
it=1; 

  
in=ppa(it); %gear ratio 
it=it+1; 

  
m=ppa(it); %real module [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
z=ppa(it); %number of teeth pinion [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
phi=ppa(it); %pressure angle [deg] 
it=it+1; 

  
dp=ppa(it); %primitive diameter of pinion [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
beta=ppa(it); %Helix angle [deg] 
it=it+1; 

  
b=ppa(it);   %face width [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
x1=ppa(it); %center cutter modification [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
da=ppa(it); %external diameter of pinion [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
sr=ppa(it); %rim thickness [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
c=ppa(it); %root clearance coeficient 
it=it+1; 

  
db=ppa(it); %base diameter [mm] 
it=it+1; 

  
rhof=ppa(it); %tooth tip radius coeficient of hub 
it=it+1; 

  
a1=ppa(it); %dedendum height 
it=it+1; 

 
% [in m z phi dp beta b A x1 da sr c db rhof a1]=ppa; 

  
%Number of points to devide the curve 
nu=20; %For involute profile 
nu1=100; %For trochoid 

  
phir=phi*pi/180; 
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Script to draw pinion tooth…(contd) 

%Coeficients 
u=-(pi/4+(a1-rhof)*tan(phir)+rhof/cos(phir)); 
v=rhof-a1; 

  
%Max and Min angle position for involute 
thmin=(u+(v+x1)/tan(phir))*2/z; 
thmax=(((2+z+2*x1)^2-(z*cos(phir))^2)^0.5)/(z*cos(phir))-

(1+2*x1/z)*tan(phir)-pi/(2*z); 

  
%Dividing it into equal number of angular increments, based on overall 

gear angle 
inc=(thmax-thmin)/nu; 

  
%Calculating position of involute points 
for i=1:(nu+1) 
th=thmin+inc*(i-1); 
xi(i)=(z*m/2)*(sin(th)-

((th+pi/(2*z))*cos(phir)+(2*x1*sin(phir))/z)*cos(th+phir)); 
yi(i)=(z*m/2)*(cos(th)+((th+pi/(2*z))*cos(phir)+(2*x1*sin(phir))/z)*sin(t

h+phir)); 
end 
%Min position, or max, of trochoid curve, to root 
thmax2=2*u/z; 
inc=abs(thmax2-thmin)/nu1;   

  
%Calculating points on trochoid curve 
for i=1:(nu1+1) 
if i<(nu1+1) 
th=thmin+inc*(i-1) ; 
labc=(1+4*(((v+x1)/(2*u-z*th))^2))^0.5; %Factor L 
pq=(rhof/labc)+(u-z*th/2); %Factor P 
qp=(2*(rhof/labc)*(v+x1)/(2*u-z*th))+v+(z/2)+x1; %Factor Q 
xr(i)=m*(pq*cos(th)+qp*sin(th)); 
yr(i)=m*(-pq*sin(th)+qp*cos(th)); 
end 
end 

  
%Creating one tooth 
xt=[fliplr(xr),xi,-fliplr(xi),-xr]; 
yt=[fliplr(yr),yi,fliplr(yi),yr]; 
xtt=[]; 
ytt=[]; 
% figure(k) 
% v1=-pi/z:((2*pi/z))/30:pi/z; %Setting up tooth arc thickness 
% v1=v1+(pi/2); %Moving angle to vertical 
% %Checking tooth proportions, at 90 deg, where the tooth is 
% hold on 
% plot(xr,yr,'.g') %Root 
% plot(xi,yi,'.') %Involute 
% plot((db/2)*cos(v1),(db/2)*sin(v1),'--blue') %Base diameter 
% plot(((dp-2*m*(1+c))/2)*cos(v1),((dp-2*m*(1+c))/2)*sin(v1),'--red') 

%Root diameter 
% plot((da/2)*cos(v1),(da/2)*sin(v1),'--red') %Adendum diameter 
% plot((dp/2)*cos(v1),(dp/2)*sin(v1),'--black') %Primitive diameter 
% plot(((dp/2)-m)*cos(v1),((dp/2)-m)*sin(v1),'--yellow') %-m from the 

Primitive diameter 
% grid on 
% axis equal 
% k=k+1; 
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Script to draw pinion tooth…(contd) 

 

Gear Material properties 

 

% %Creating gear 
% hold off 
% for i=1:z 
%     inc=-2*pi/z; 
%     [xop,yop]=rotxy(0,0,inc*i,xt,yt); 
%     xtt=[xtt,xop]; 
%     ytt=[ytt,yop]; 
%      
%     hold on 
%     figure(5) 
%     plot(xop,yop) 
% end 
% hold off 
%  
%      
%     v=0:pi/50:2*pi; 
%     figure(k) 
%     plot(dp/2*cos(v),dp/2*sin(v),'k--',dp/2*cos(v),dp/2*sin(v),'k-.') 
%     hold on 
%     plot(db/2*cos(v),db/2*sin(v),'k--',((dp-2*m*(1+c))/2)*cos(v),((dp-

2*m*(1+c))/2)*sin(v),'k--') 
%     h=plot(xtt,ytt,xi(1),yi(1),'o'); 
%     set(h,'LineWidth',2) 
%     hold off 
%     axis equal 
%     
%   
%      
%     atan(yr./xr); 
%     sqrt(xr.^2+yr.^2);     
end 

 

function [E v G]=PMprop(rho) 

  
%% Parameters 
% rho [g/cm3] 
% E [N/mm2] 
% v [] 
% G [N/mm2] 

  
rho0=7.2; 
E0=163502; 
v0=.2749; 

  
E=E0*(rho/rho0)^3.4; 
v=(v0+1)*((rho/rho0)^.16)-1; 
G=E/(2*(1+v)); 

  
% mat=[E v G]; 
end 
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Script to rotate a point about an angle 

 

Script to calculate the nearest distance between the adjacent gears 

 
 

 

 

 

function [xn,yn]=rotxy(x0,y0,alfa,x,y) 
% [xn,yn]=rotxy(x0,y0,alfa,x,y); 
% Rotates the points (x,y) the angle alfa around the point (x0,y0). 
xn=x0+(x-x0)*cos(alfa)-(y-y0)*sin(alfa); 
yn=y0+(x-x0)*sin(alfa)+(y-y0)*cos(alfa); 

 

close all 
clear all 
Main1 
frames = 10; 
cp = -1.839; 
all_touching_points = cell(1, frames); 
all_theta = zeros(1,frames); 
for t= 1:frames 

     
r=61.1/2; 
xr=r*cos(0:pi/500:pi); 
yr=r*sin(0:pi/500:pi); 
P = [xr' yr']; %generate blue circle 
figure; 

  
grid on; 
%plot(xr,yr); 

  
hold on; 
[xp yp]=rotxy(0,0,pi*t/360,xpp,ypp); 
[xg yg]=rotxy(0,0,-pi*t/(in*360),xgp,ygp);  % generate Red circle 
% % ------------------------------------------------- 
% % Get values from -10 to 10 in xp 
% % ------------------------------------------------- 
% % Find all the values less than 10 (from the graph) 
% xp_r = xp(find(xp < 10)); 
% % find the indices 
% xp_ri =find(xp < 10); 
% % Find all the values greater than -10 in our new vector. 
% xp_r = xp_r(find(xp_r > -10)); 
% xp_ri2 = find(xp_r > -10); 
% xp_ri = xp_ri(xp_ri2); 
% % Find the indices 
% yp_ri = xp_ri; 
%  
% % ------------------------------------------------- 
% % Get values from -10 to 10 in yp 
% % ------------------------------------------------- 
% % Find all the values less than 10 (from the graph) 
% yp_ri = find(yp(yp_ri)>0); 
% % get the values 
% yp_r = yp(yp_ri); 
% xp_r = xp(yp_ri); 
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Script to calculate the nearest distance between the adjacent gears 

% % ------------------------------------------------- 
% % Get values from -10 to 10 in xp 
% % ------------------------------------------------- 
% % Find all the values less than 10 (from the graph) 
% xg_r = xg(find(xg < 10)); 
% % find the indices 
% xg_ri =find(xg < 10); 
% % Find all the values greater than -10 in our new vector. 
% xg_r = xg_r(find(xg_r > -10)); 
% xg_ri2 = find(xg_r > -10); 
% xg_ri = xg_ri(xg_ri2); 
% % Find the indices 
% yg_ri = xg_ri; 
% % ------------------------------------------------- 
% % Get values from -10 to 10 in yp 
% % ------------------------------------------------- 
% % Find all the values less than 10 (from the graph) 
% %yg_ri = find(yg(yg_ri)); 
% yg_ri = yp_ri+ size(xg,2)/2-400; 
% % get the values 
% yg_r = yg(yg_ri); 
% xg_r = xg(yg_ri); 

 
% % Get the distance between g and p. 
% d = sqrt( (xp_r-xg_r).^2 + (yp_r-yg_r).^2) ; 
% plot(xp_r,yp_r,'r'); hold on; plot(xg_r,yg_r+A,'b'); axis equal; 
% figure(); plot(d); figure(); 

  
yg = yg+A; % offset 
G = [xg' yg']; 
%P = [xp' yp']; 
 plot(xp,yp,'b'); 
 plot(xg,yg,'r'); 
axis equal; 

  
% close all 
M = pdist2(G, P); 
c = 0.15; 
M_touching = M<=c; 

  
[valvec, indvec]   = min(M); 
[val, ind]   = min(valvec); 
[g, p] = find(M_touching); 
%plot(P(p,1),P(p,2),'sg'); 

  
%plot(G(g,1),G(g,2),'ok');    

  
min_indices = [p,g]; 
p_unique = unique(p); 
touching_points = zeros(length(p_unique),2); 

  
for i = 1:length(p_unique) 
    g_indices = min_indices(min_indices(:,1)==p_unique(i),2); 
   G_points = G(g_indices,:); 
   [Gbar] = mean(G_points,1); 

    
   [Pbar] = P(p_unique(i),:); 
   touching_points(i,:) = mean([Gbar;Pbar],1); 
end 
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Script to calculate the nearest distance between the adjacent gears 

 

Calculate drag losses 

touching_points; 
grid on 
axis([-15,15,15,40]); 
 plot(touching_points(:,1),touching_points(:,2),'ok');  
all_touching_points(1,t) = {touching_points}  
[val,indx] = min(abs(touching_points(:,1)-cp)); 
theta_t = atan(touching_points(indx,1)/(A-touching_points(indx,2))); 
all_theta(1,t) = theta_t; 
end 

 

close all  % Close all figures 
clc % Clear command window  
global wp1 wp2 wp3 wp4 wp5 ws1 ws2 ws3 ws4 ws5  rho_w326  hi param 
global omega_p1 omega_p2 omega_p3 omega_p4 omega_p5 omega_s1 omega_s2 

omega_s3 omega_s4 omega_s5 Pocket_Area  
%Param= [ s1 r1 p1 s2 r2 p2 s3 r3 p3 s4 r4 p4 s5 r5 p5]; 
param = [2.1413 , 0.3095 , 0.9004 , 0.9004 , 0 , 0.3095 , 1 , 0.3095 , 0 , 

1 ,0 , 0.2342 , 0.2342 , 0 , 0.0857];  
input_speed = 2100; 

  
omega_s1 = param(1)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 
omega_r1 = param(2)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 
omega_p1 = param(3)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 

  
omega_s2 = param(4)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 
omega_r2 = param(5)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 
omega_p2 = param(6)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 

  
omega_s3 = param(7)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 
omega_r3 = param(8)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 
omega_p3 = param(9)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 

  
omega_s4 = param(10)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 
omega_r4 = param(11)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 
omega_p4 = param(12)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 

  
omega_s5 = param(13)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 
omega_r5 = param(14)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 
omega_p5 = param(15)*input_speed*2*pi/60; 
%% Initial onditions %% 

  
% Oil parameters 
rho_w326 = 885;             % Density kg/m^3 @40 degree celsius 
new_w326 = 30.8e-6;        % Kinematic cSt @40 degree celcius 
mew_w326 = 94.9e-3;         % Dynamic mPas 

  
rho_w211 = 872;             % Density  kg/m^3 @40 degree celsius 
new_w211 = 109.3e-6;         % Kinematic cSt @40 degree celcius 
mew_w211 = 27.1e-3;         % Dynamic mPas 

  
rho80w90 = 887;             % Density  kg/m^3 @40 degree celsius 
new80w90 = 15e-6;           % Kinematic cSt @40 degree celcius 
mew80w90 = rho80w90*new80w90;           % Dynamic mPas 
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Calculate drag losses 

%% Volvo PT6 gearbox%% 
% Gear Set 1 %  
alpha = 20;                 % Pressure angle Degrees 
beta  = 0; 
wp1 = 16e-3;                 % Face width of planets(m) 
wp2 = 40.8e-3; 
wp3 = 45.6e-3; 
wp4 = 45.6e-3; 
wp5 = 35e-3; 

  
ws1 = 24.1e-3;                 % Face wisth of suns (m) 
ws2 = 43.3e-3; 
ws3 = 51e-3; 
ws4 = 51e-3; 
ws5 = 41.5e-3; 
nr_gear = 3; 
alpha_rad = alpha*pi/180; 

 
h_bars1=zeros(1,4); 
h_bars2=zeros(1,4); 
h_bars3=zeros(1,4); 
h_bars4=zeros(1,4); 
h_bars5=zeros(1,4); 

 
Afs1 = zeros(1,4); 
Afs2 = zeros(1,4); 
Afs3 = zeros(1,4); 
Afs4 = zeros(1,4); 
Afs5 = zeros(1,4); 

 
Pdpis1 = zeros(1,4); 
Pdpis2 = zeros(1,4); 
Pdpis3 = zeros(1,4); 
Pdpis4 = zeros(1,4); 
Pdpis5 = zeros(1,4); 

 
Pdfis1_turbulant = zeros(1,4); 
Pdfis2_turbulant = zeros(1,4); 
Pdfis3_turbulant = zeros(1,4); 
Pdfis4_turbulant = zeros(1,4); 
Pdfis5_turbulant = zeros(1,4); 

 
h_barp1=zeros(1,4); 
h_barp2=zeros(1,4); 
h_barp3=zeros(1,4); 
h_barp4=zeros(1,4); 
h_barp5=zeros(1,4); 

 
Afp1 = zeros(1,4); 
Afp2 = zeros(1,4); 
Afp3 = zeros(1,4); 
Afp4 = zeros(1,4); 
Afp5 = zeros(1,4); 

 
Pdpip1 = zeros(1,4); 
Pdpip2 = zeros(1,4); 
Pdpip3 = zeros(1,4); 
Pdpip4 = zeros(1,4); 
Pdpip5 = zeros(1,4); 
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Calculate drag losses 

Pdfip1_turbulant = zeros(1,4); 
Pdfip2_turbulant = zeros(1,4); 
Pdfip3_turbulant = zeros(1,4); 
Pdfip4_turbulant = zeros(1,4); 
Pdfip5_turbulant = zeros(1,4); 

 
%% First Gear ( first planetary geat set) 

  
gearnumber = input('enter the gear number','s'); 

  
gearnumber=str2double(gearnumber); 

 
for planetaryset = 1:5 
    if gearnumber == 1 
        if planetaryset == 1 

             
            zp1 = 27   % No.of teeth on planetary gear 1 
            xp1 = 0.168   % Profile shift coeff 
            mp1 = 0.002   % module 

             
            zs1 = 50   % No.of teeth on sun gear 1 
            xs1 = 0.16   % profile shift coeff 
            ms1 = 0.002   % module 

             

             
            cosine = cos(alpha_rad); 
            tangent = tan(alpha_rad); 

             
            ap1 = 1*mp1   % addendum 
            as1 = 1*ms1; 

             
            PDp1 = 54.95e-3  % Pitch diameter 
            PDs1 = 99.9e-3; 

             
            ODp1 = 61.1e-3  % outside diameter 
            ODs1 = 105.2e-3; 

             
            R_ODp1 = ODp1/2  % Radius 
            R_ODs1 = ODs1/2; 

             
            BDp1 = 51.6e-3  % Base diameter 
            BDs1 = 93.96e-3; 

             
            BRp1 = BDp1/2  % Base Radius 
            BRs1 = BDs1/2; 

             
            RDp1 = 49.7e-3  % Root diameter 
            RDs1 = 94.2e-3; 

             
            hi = [0.5:0.5:2]*10^-3; 
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Calculate drag losses 

 
for i = 1:4 

                 
h_bars1(i) = hi(i)/R_ODs1 % dimensionless immersion parameter 

                 
Afs1(i) = R_ODs1^2 .* ((pi/2)-asin(1-h_bars1(i))-(1-

h_bars1(i)).*sqrt((h_bars1(i).*(2-h_bars1(i)))));  % wetted area 

                 
num_cav1 = 3 % Number of cavities acting in the influence of oil 

                 
Pdpis1(i) = 4 * mew_w326 * ws1 * R_ODs1^2 * omega_s1^2 .* acos(1-

(h_bars1(i))); % Drag power loss on periphery of gear 

                 
Pdfis1_turbulant(i)   = (0.025 * rho_w326 * mew_w326^0.14 * omega_s1^2.86 

* R_ODs1^4.72 .* Afs1(i)/sqrt(sin(acos(1-h_bars1(i))))^0.14); % Drag power 

loss on face of gear  

                 
cavity_areag1=Main_kaushik_gear1();                         % Calculates 

Cavity area between two adjacent teeth (in this case, the Sun gear) 

                 
Prfis1 = num_cav1 * 2 * mew_w326 * cavity_areag1 * omega_s1 * (ODs1-

RDs1)^2 * (ODs1+RDs1); % power loss due to root filling 

                 
p_churn_Sun1 = abs(Pdpis1 + Pdfis1_turbulant + Prfis1);     % Addition of 

all drag forces gives total power loss for a single gear (in this case, 

the Sun gear) 

                 
end 

             
for j = 1:4 

                 
h_barp1(j) = hi(j)/R_ODp1;                                   

                 
Afp1(j) = R_ODp1^2 .* ((pi/2)-asin(1-h_barp1(j))-(1-

h_barp1(j)).*sqrt((h_barp1(j).*(2-h_barp1(j)))));  % wetted area 

                 
num_cav1 = 3 % Number of cavities acting in the influence of oil 

                 
Pdpip1(j) = 4 * mew_w326 * wp1 * R_ODp1^2 * omega_p1^2 .* acos(1-

(h_barp1(j))); % Drag power loss on periphery of gear 

                 
Pdfip1_turbulant(j)   = (0.025 * rho_w326 * mew_w326^0.14 * omega_p1^2.86 

* R_ODp1^4.72 .* Afp1(j)/sqrt(sin(acos(1-h_barp1(j))))^0.14); % Drag power 

loss on face of gear  

                 
cavity_areap1=Main_kaushik_planet1% Calculates Cavity area between two 

adjacent teeth (in this case, the Planet gear) 

                 
Prfip1 = num_cav1 * 2 * mew_w326 * cavity_areap1 * omega_p1 * (ODp1-

RDp1)^2 * (ODp1+RDp1); % power loss due to root filling 

                 
p_churn_planet1 = 6 * abs(Pdpip1 + Pdfip1_turbulant + Prfip1);        % 3 

sets of planet gears mesh with sun and ring gear. Hence 6 meshes included 

for calculation 

                 
end 

             
P_churn_total1 = p_churn_Sun1 + p_churn_planet1;                % Addition 

of all drag forces gives total power loss for a single gear (in this case, 

the Planet gear) 
end 
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Calculate drag losses 

if planetaryset ==2 
            zp2 = 25  % No.of teeth on planetary gear 2 
            xp2 = 0.253  % Profile shift coeff 
            mp2 = 0.002  % module 

             
            zs2 = 55  % No.of teeth on sun gear 2 
            xs2 = 0.007  % profile shift coeff 
            ms2 = 0.002  % module 
            cosine = cos(alpha_rad); 
            tangent = tan(alpha_rad); 

  
            ap2 = 1*mp2  % addendum 
            as2 = 1*ms2; 

             
            PDp2 = 49.94e-3 % Pitch diameter 
            PDs2 = 110.07e-3; 

             
            ODp2 = 56.3e-3 % outside diameter 
            ODs2 = 114.4e-3; 

             
            R_ODp2 = ODp2/2 % Radius 
            R_ODs2 = ODs2/2; 

             
            BDp2 = 46.9e-3 % Base diameter 
            BDs2 = 103.36e-3; 

             
            BRp2 = BDp2/2 % Base Radius 
            BRs2 = BDs2/2; 

             
            RDp2 = 45e-3 % Root diameter 
            RDs2 = 103.6e-3; 

             
            hi = [0.5:0.5:2]*10^-3; 
for i = 1:4 

                 
h_bars2(i) = hi(i)/R_ODs2; 

                 
Afs2(i) = R_ODs2^2 .* ((pi/2)-asin(1-h_bars2(i))-(1-

h_bars2(i)).*sqrt((h_bars2(i).*(2-h_bars2(i)))));  % wetted area 

                 
num_cav1 = 3; 

                 
Pdpis2(i) = 4 * mew_w326 * ws2 * R_ODs2^2 * omega_s2^2 .* acos(1-

(h_bars2(i))); 

                 
Pdfis2_turbulant(i)   = (0.025 * rho_w326 * mew_w326^0.14 * omega_s2^2.86 

* R_ODs2^4.72 .* Afs2(i)/sqrt(sin(acos(1-h_bars2(i))))^0.14); 

                 
cavity_areag2=Main_kaushik_gear2(); 

                 
Prfis2 = num_cav1 * 2 * mew_w326 * cavity_areag2 * omega_s2 * (ODs2-

RDs2)^2 * (ODs2+RDs2); 

                 
p_churn_Sun2 = abs(Pdpis2 + Pdfis2_turbulant + Prfis2); 

                 
            end 
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Calculate drag losses 

for j = 1:4 

                 
h_barp2(j) = hi(j)/R_ODp2; 

                 
Afp2(j) = R_ODp2^2 .* ((pi/2)-asin(1-h_barp2(j))-(1-

h_barp2(j)).*sqrt((h_barp2(j).*(2-h_barp2(j)))));  % wetted area 

                 
num_cav1 = 3; 

                 
Pdpip2(j) = 4 * mew_w326 * wp2 * R_ODp2^2 * omega_p2^2 .* acos(1-

(h_barp2(j))); 

                 
Pdfip2_turbulant(j)   = (0.025 * rho_w326 * mew_w326^0.14 * omega_p2^2.86 

* R_ODp2^4.72 .* Afp2(j)/sqrt(sin(acos(1-h_barp2(j))))^0.14); 

                 
cavity_areap2=Main_kaushik_planet2(); 

                 
Prfip2 = num_cav1 * 2 * mew_w326 * cavity_areap2 * omega_p2 * (ODp2-

RDp2)^2 * (ODp2+RDp2); 

                 
p_churn_planet2 = 6 * abs(Pdpip2 + Pdfip2_turbulant + Prfip2);        % 3 

sets of planet gears mesh with sun and ring gear. Hence 6 meshes included 

for calculation 

                 
end 
P_churn_total2 = p_churn_Sun2 + p_churn_planet2; 
end 
if planetaryset ==3 

 
zp3 = 35  % No.of teeth on planetary gear 3 
xp3 = 0.5  % profile shift coeff 
mp3 = 0.002  % module 

             
zs3 = 33  % No.of teeth on sun gear 3 
xs3 = 0.6247 % profile shift coeff 
ms3 = 0.002  % module 
 

cosine = cos(alpha_rad); 
tangent = tan(alpha_rad); 
ap3 = 1*mp3  % addendum 
as3 = 1*ms3; 

  
PDp3 = 69.96e-3 % Pitch diameter 
PDs3 = 65.04e-3; 

             
ODp3 = 77.8e-3 % outside diameter 
ODs3 = 72.7e-3; 

             
R_ODp3 = ODp3/2 % Radius 
R_ODs3 = ODs3/2; 

             
BDp3 = 65.7e-3 % Base diameter 
BDs3 = 61.08e-3; 

             
BRp3 = BDp3/2 % Base Radius 
BRs3 = BDs3/2; 

             
RDp3 = 65.9e-3 % Root diameter 
RDs3 = 60.52e-3; 
hi = [0.5:0.5:2]*10^-3; 
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Calculate drag losses 

for i = 1:4 

                 
h_bars3(i) = hi(i)/R_ODs3; 

                 
Afs3(i) = R_ODs3^2 .* ((pi/2)-asin(1-h_bars3(i))-(1-

h_bars3(i)).*sqrt((h_bars3(i).*(2-h_bars3(i)))));  % wetted area 

                 
num_cav1 = 3; 

                 
Pdpis3(i) = 4 * mew_w326 * ws3 * R_ODs3^2 * omega_s3^2 .* acos(1-

(h_bars3(i))); 

                 
Pdfis3_turbulant(i)   = (0.025 * rho_w326 * mew_w326^0.14 * omega_s3^2.86 

* R_ODs3^4.72 .* Afs3(i)/sqrt(sin(acos(1-h_bars3(i))))^0.14); 

                 
cavity_areag3=Main_kaushik_gear3(); 

                 
Prfis3 = num_cav1 * 2 * mew_w326 * cavity_areag3 * omega_s3 * (ODs3-

RDs3)^2 * (ODs3+RDs3); 

                 
p_churn_Sun3 = abs(Pdpis3 + Pdfis3_turbulant + Prfis3); 

                 
end 
for j = 1:4 

                 
h_barp3(j) = hi(j)/R_ODp3; 

                 
Afp3(j) = R_ODp3^2 .* ((pi/2)-asin(1-h_barp3(j))-(1-

h_barp3(j)).*sqrt((h_barp3(j).*(2-h_barp3(j)))));  % wetted area 

                 
num_cav1 = 3; 

                 
Pdpip3(j) = 4 * mew_w326 * wp3 * R_ODp3^2 * omega_p3^2 .* acos(1-

(h_barp3(j))); 

                 
Pdfip3_turbulant(j)   = (0.025 * rho_w326 * mew_w326^0.14 * omega_p3^2.86 

* R_ODp3^4.72 .* Afp3(j)/sqrt(sin(acos(1-h_barp3(j))))^0.14); 

                 
cavity_areap3=Main_kaushik_planet3(); 

                 
Prfip3 = num_cav1 * 2 * mew_w326 * cavity_areap3 * omega_p3 * (ODp3-

RDp3)^2 * (ODp3+RDp3); 

                 
p_churn_planet3 = 6 * abs(Pdpip3 + Pdfip3_turbulant + Prfip3);        % 3 

sets of planet gears mesh with sun and ring gear. Hence 6 meshes included 

for calculation 

                 
end 
P_churn_total3 = p_churn_Sun3 + p_churn_planet3; 
end 
if planetaryset ==4 

             
zp4 = 38  % No.of teeth on planetary gear 4 
xp4 = 0.68  %  profile shift coeff 
mp4 = 0.002;     % module 
cosine = cos(alpha_rad); 
tangent = tan(alpha_rad); 
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Calculate drag losses 

ap4 = 1*mp4   % addendum 
as4 = 1*ms4; 

             
PDp4 = 75.65e-3  % Pitch diameter 
PDs4 = 70.24e-3; 

             
ODp4 = 84.8e-3  % outside diameter 
ODs4 = 79.3e-3; 

             
R_ODp4 = ODp4/2  % Radius 
R_ODs4 = ODs4/2; 

             
BDp4 = 71.04e-3  % Base diameter 
BDs4 = 65.96e-3; 

             
BRp4 = BDp4/2  % Base Radius 
BRs4 = BDs4/2; 

             
RDp4 = 71.18e-3  % Root diameter 
RDs4 = 65.75e-4; 
hi = [0.5:0.5:2]*10^-3; 

for i = 1:4 
h_bars4(i) = hi(i)/R_ODs4; 

                 
Afs4(i) = R_ODs4^2 .* ((pi/2)-asin(1-h_bars4(i))-(1-

h_bars4(i)).*sqrt((h_bars4(i).*(2-h_bars4(i)))));  % wetted area 

                 
num_cav1 = 3; 

                 
Pdpis4(i) = 4 * mew_w326 * ws4 * R_ODs4^2 * omega_s4^2 .* acos(1-

(h_bars4(i))); 

                 
Pdfis4_turbulant(i)   = (0.025 * rho_w326 * mew_w326^0.14 * omega_s4^2.86 

* R_ODs4^4.72 .* Afs4(i)/sqrt(sin(acos(1-h_bars4(i))))^0.14); 

                 
cavity_areag4=Main_kaushik_gear4(); 

                 
Prfis4 = num_cav1 * 2 * mew_w326 * cavity_areag4 * omega_s4 * (ODs4-

RDs4)^2 * (ODs4+RDs4); 
p_churn_Sun4 = abs(Pdpis4 + Pdfis4_turbulant + Prfis4); 
end 
for j = 1:4 
h_barp4(j) = hi(j)/R_ODp4; 

                 
Afp4(j) = R_ODp4^2 .* ((pi/2)-asin(1-h_barp4(j))-(1-

h_barp4(j)).*sqrt((h_barp4(j).*(2-h_barp4(j)))));  % wetted area 
num_cav1 = 3; 

                 
Pdpip4(j) = 4 * mew_w326 * wp4 * R_ODp4^2 * omega_p4^2 .* acos(1-

(h_barp4(j))); 

                 
Pdfip4_turbulant(j)   = (0.025 * rho_w326 * mew_w326^0.14 * omega_p4^2.86 

* R_ODp4^4.72 .* Afp4(j)/sqrt(sin(acos(1-h_barp4(j))))^0.14); 
cavity_areap4=Main_kaushik_planet4(); 
Prfip4 = num_cav1 * 2 * mew_w326 * cavity_areap4 * omega_p4 * (ODp4-

RDp4)^2 * (ODp4+RDp4); 

                 
p_churn_planet4 = 6 * abs(Pdpip4 + Pdfip4_turbulant + Prfip4);        % 3 

sets of planet gears mesh with sun and ring gear. Hence 6 meshes included 

for calculation 
end 
P_churn_total4 = p_churn_Sun4 + p_churn_planet4; 
end 
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Calculate drag losses 

if planetaryset ==5 

             
zp5 = 24   % No.of teeth on planetary gear 3 
xp5 = 0.371   % profile shift coeff 
mp5 = 0.002   % module 

             
zs5 = 66   % No.of teeth on sun gear 3 
xs5 = 0.361   % profile shift coeff 
ms5 = 0.002;            % module 
cosine = cos(alpha_rad); 
tangent = tan(alpha_rad); 

ap5 = 1*mp5   % addendum 
as5 = 1*ms5; 

             
PDp5 = 48.56e-3  % Pitch diameter 
PDs5 = 132.37e-3; 

             
ODp5 = 55.9e-3  % outside diameter 
ODs5 = 135.9e-3; 

             
R_ODp5 = ODp5/2  % Radius 
R_ODs5 = ODs5/2; 

             
BDp5 = 45.6e-3  % Base diameter 
BDs5 = 124.3e-3; 

             
BRp5 = BDp5/2  % Base Radius 
BRs5 = BDs5/2; 

             
RDp5 = 43.25e-3  % Root diameter 
RDs5 = 123.7e-3; 
hi = [0.5:0.5:2]*10^-3; 
for i = 1:4 
h_bars5(i) = hi(i)/R_ODs5; 

                 
Afs5(i) = R_ODs5^2 .* ((pi/2)-asin(1-h_bars5(i))-(1-

h_bars5(i)).*sqrt((h_bars5(i).*(2-h_bars5(i)))));  % wetted area 

                 
num_cav1 = 3; 

                 
Pdpis5(i) = 4 * mew_w326 * ws5 * R_ODs5^2 * omega_s5^2 .* acos(1-

(h_bars5(i))); 

                 
Pdfis5_turbulant(i)   = (0.025 * rho_w326 * mew_w326^0.14 * omega_s5^2.86 

* R_ODs5^4.72 .* Afs5(i)/sqrt(sin(acos(1-h_bars5(i))))^0.14); 

                 
cavity_areag5=Main_kaushik_gear5(); 

                 
Prfis5 = num_cav1 * 2 * mew_w326 * cavity_areag5 * omega_s5 * (ODs5-

RDs5)^2 * (ODs5+RDs5); 

                 
p_churn_Sun5 = abs(Pdpis5 + Pdfis5_turbulant + Prfis5); 
end 
for j = 1:4 
h_barp5(j) = hi(j)/R_ODp5; 

                 
Afp5(j) = R_ODp5^2 .* ((pi/2)-asin(1-h_barp5(j))-(1-

h_barp5(j)).*sqrt((h_barp5(j).*(2-h_barp5(j)))));  % wetted area 

                 
num_cav1 = 3; 
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Calculate drag losses 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Pdpip5(j) = 4 * mew_w326 * wp5 * R_ODp5^2 * omega_p5^2 .* acos(1-

(h_barp5(j))); 

                 
Pdfip5_turbulant(j)   = (0.025 * rho_w326 * mew_w326^0.14 * omega_p5^2.86 

* R_ODp5^4.72 .* Afp5(j)/sqrt(sin(acos(1-h_barp5(j))))^0.14); 

                 
cavity_areap5=Main_kaushik_planet5(); 

                 
Prfip5 = num_cav1 * 2 * mew_w326 * cavity_areap5 * omega_p5 * (ODp5-

RDp5)^2 * (ODp5+RDp5); 

                 
p_churn_planet5 = 6 * abs(Pdpip5 + Pdfip5_turbulant + Prfip5);        % 3 

sets of planet gears mesh with sun and ring gear. Hence 6 meshes included 

for calculation 
end 
P_churn_total5 = p_churn_Sun5 + p_churn_planet5; 
end 
end 
end 
P_churn_gear1 = P_churn_total1 + P_churn_total2 + P_churn_total3 + 

P_churn_total4 + P_churn_total5; 

  
Pp_total = final_1(); 

  
P_Total = (P_churn_gear1 + Pp_total) 
%figure() 
%plot(hi,P_Total); 
% title('Total churning losses'); 
% xlabel('height of oil [m]'); 
% ylabel('churning losses [W]'); 

 


